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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

…because one must produce, one must by all possible means of activity re-

place nature wherever it can be replaced […] new fields of activity must be 

created, in which we shall see at last the reign of all the fake manufactured 

products, of all the vile synthetic substitutes in which beautiful real nature 

has no part […] no more fruit, no more trees, no more vegetables, no more 

plants pharmaceutical or otherwise and consequently no more food, but 

synthetic products…  

Antonin Artaud (1896-1948), French dramatist 

in Kovani, 2005, p. 74  

 

As the Greek poet Odysseas Elytis puts it, a landscape is not just a simple set of land; rather, it 

is the projection of a human society’s soul on the matter (Mentzafou-Polyzou, 2005). The term 

anthropos (humankind) has always been implied in agro-pastoral considerations, as humans 

are the managers of the natural and cultural environment. In islands, more than anywhere else, 

the limitations posed by the natural barrier of the sea and restricted natural resources, have 

triggered human ingenuity to make most of the land’s productive capacity by creating complex 

systems of agro-silvo-pastoral management –today’s so-called Traditional Ecological 

Knowledge (TEK). 

 

Photo 1: Lemnos’ insular landscapes – A mandra near Ammothines 

Source: Kazolis, 1998 
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In Lemnos, the traditional mandra1 system is a complex rural management regime where farm-

ing and stockbreeding complement each other to create a mosaic of land uses and landscape 

patterns. Fundamental elements of the system, apart from the traditional mandras (pens) 

themselves, are inter alia, the creation and maintenance of level stepped surfaces on the 

hillsides with limited productive capacity; the alternate year cultivation of fields (fallow land 

and crop rotation practice); the care and maintenance of crops and livestock (until recently, 

based on local seed varieties and local breeds of farmed animals); the household –trade– econ-

omy; and, the solidarity and cooperation between local inhabitants. Such a traditional farming 

system was based on the intensity of human labour that allowed the exploitation of every avail-

able resource and, at the same time, securing its renewal with every passing year. 

The German philosopher Ernst Bloch (1885-1977) stated that …artificial fertilisers, artificial ir-

radiation, are, or could be, on their way to incite the soil to thousandfold yield, in a hubris and 

unprecedented "Anti-Demeter movement” […] technology per se is meant, and already not far 

from being able, to emancipate us from nature’s slow and regionally confined labour on its raw 

materials… (in Jonas, 1984, pp. 188). Nature, though, has its own ways to show that something 

has to change or be redeveloped (Terkenli, 2005). Climate change and desertification are two 

major challenges that show how nature has its way to fight back against radical changes. These 

challenges, remind humans once again that they need to adapt their practices to natural limi-

tations, rather than completely transform nature, if they are to survive and thrive.  

Lemnos’ mandra system has resulted in a vital combination of socio-cultural, environmental 

and economic services. It is threatened, among others, by low economic viability, migration, 

globalisation and climate change, which have led to the abandonment of many traditional prac-

tices as well as the loss of locally adapted species of crops and farmed animals. The mandra 

system of Lemnos should be revisited in order to identify those aspects that can contribute in 

understanding the value of keeping alive sustainable agro-pastoral knowledge; protecting the 

natural environment; promoting local identity; and, enhancing local products, agro-tourism 

and other market opportunities. At the end, Lemnos should brand its particular features –

mainly those reflecting the local environment and culture– in order to promote its locality as a 

lever for sustainable development. The Terra Lemnia project aims to assist in this direction, by 

documenting all this vital –but often unrecorded or dispersed between several sources– infor-

mation, turning into a coherent narrative about the unique, mixed agro-pastoral mandra sys-

tem of Lemnos. 

A great part of the information included in the following sections of the report, especially in 

chapter 3, was extracted from interviews with local people, conducted in April 2019. Twenty 

five people to whom we are extremely grateful, shared their knowledge on all the aspects of 

life in the mandra, in the past and in the present (construction of the mandra, organisation of 

agricultural and livestock production, crops, techniques, ownership status, customs, social re-

lations, etc.). The semi-structured interviews were conducted either individually or in groups 

of people. They are quoted as P.I. or G.I. (Personal Interview and Group Interview), followed by 

the names and date of the interview.  A relevant list can be found in Annex III.   

 
1 Mandra (plural mandres) is Lemnos’ traditional pen but also “a system that allowed people to support their famililes” (Papaioan-

nou et al., G.I. April 2019). 
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2. LEMNOS, A LAND OF HERITAGE 
 

…many ships arrived from Lemnos, bringing wine […] the son of Jason gave 

of wine a thousand measures, to be brought separately, as a gift to the sons 

of Atreus, Agamemnon and Menelaus. Thence the long-haired Greeks 

bought wine, some for brass, some for shining iron, others for hides, some 

for the oxen themselves, and some for the slaves […] and they poured wine 

from their caps on the earth, nor did any one dare to drink before he had 

made a libation to the supreme son of Saturn… 

Homer, Iliad, Book VII, 468-481 

 

Lemnos belongs to the purely insular region of North Aegean, situated nearly midway between 

Mt Athos2 and Hellespont. It is the eighth largest Greek island, with a size of approximately 478 

km2 and a population of roughly 17,000 inhabitants. Its strategic geographical location was al-

ways of huge economic and political importance. Lemnos is an interesting place, fertile and 

barren at the same time, both semi-mountainous and flat, with strong cultural activities and 

natural simplicity. 

Lemnos Island as a whole is designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (Government 

Gazette, 2000), and many of its settlements have been listed as traditional (as above, 2002). 

Although its surface waters are limited, there are some seasonal streams and torrents, which 

were used for domestic and agricultural purposes (Kazolis, 2006). Also, some of the largest and 

most important Mediterranean wetlands3 can be found in its north-eastern part, i.e. Lake Alyki, 

Chortarolimni and Asprolimni (Kakalis, 2009). Furthermore, Lemnos is widely known for the 

high quality local products such as Kalambaki and Moschato wine, kalathaki and melipasto 

cheese, beans (particularly the local landrace aspromytiko), afkos (a local variety of yellow split 

peas), melons, figs, pumpkins, anise, thyme, honey, sesame, flomaria (local noodles), paxi-

madia (bread rusks), etc. 

 
2  Sophocles (497-406 BC) was the first to refer to the shadow cast by Mt Athos upon Lemnos. Several ancient scholars provided 

details of its geographical location and geomorphological characteristics such as Plutarch (45-127 AD), Claudius Ptolemy (100-
170 AD), and the Greek physician Galenus (129-210 AD), who visited Lemnos in 197 AD. 

3  Lake Alyki is one of the largest saline lakes on the Greek islands, surrounded by belts of different halophytes or salt plants. Parts 
of Ruppia maritima and the charophyte Lamprothamnium papulosum were found on its shores. Lake Asprolimni is a relatively 
small saline lake, with shallow water and white salt shores. This lake is threatened by the increasing tourism activity on a nearby 
beach (Langangen, 2008). Lake Chortarolimni is a seasonal brackish lake that is completely dry during summer and is being used 
as communal grazing land for sheep and cattle.  
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Photo 2: Lemnos’ insular landscapes – A mandra near Sardes 

Source: Pravlis, 2003 

 

The lack of tree vegetation and the soft hilltop lines allow the agro-pastoral mosaic to deter-

mine the seasonal colours that dominate the island. Today, most of its surface is covered by 

farmed and grazing lands. Nonetheless, as modern technologies set new competition rules and 

alter consumers’ behaviour, the agro-pastoral mosaic of Lemnos has not been sufficiently 

maintained due to the abandonment of traditional practices in favour of other economic sec-

tors (Martinos, 2005; Kizos et al.  2010). 

 

2.1 NOTABLE MILESTONES 

In Sophocles’ play Philoctetes, Odysseus talks about the “shore of the sea-girt land of Lemnos, 

untrodden by mortals, not inhabited” (Loeb Classical Library, 2018). Odysseus however was 

wrong. Peace and war, trade and religion, science and superstitions, coexisted in the Aegean 

Archipelago. The Aegean islands have received in their long history lots of pilgrims, crusaders, 

scholars and other travellers, as depicted in numerous published observations. Lemnos makes 

no exception to the rule, having hosted a number of tribes and seen a succession of conquerors 

since prehistoric times. 

The ruins of the oldest human settlement of hunters and fishermen in the Aegean Archipelago 

dating back to the 12th millennium BC, have been unearthed in archaeological excavations in 

Fysini, Lemnos. Also, archaeological works in the area of Esokastro brought to light the Kaminia 

Column and the Bronze Age settlement of Poliochni. Homer used to call Lemnos amicthaloessa 

(i.e. foggy), anemoessa (i.e. windy) and referred to the locals’ main occupations which were 
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metallurgy, agriculture and viticulture (Moschidis, 1907). Lemnos was the island of Hephaestus, 

the Greek god of fire and volcanoes4. Heraclides Ponticus (387-312 BC) stated that one of the 

most important socio-economic transformations in human history, the art of metallurgy, was 

brought to Lemnos by the Thracian tribe of Sintians (1500 BC).  

The name Lemnos –appeared for the first time in 1200 BC on texts of Pylos– is probably pre-

Hellenic and comes from λήιον (leion) that means cultivated land. The oldest full description of 

a rural landscape is given by Homer in Iliad where several of its features (i.e. earth, sky, sea, 

etc.) are depicted on Achilles’ shield. Xenophon (430-354 BC) refers to agriculture not only as 

the most useful and painstaking activity but also as the foundation for the enhancement of 

several moral / pedagogical values, i.e. from respect and patience to sense of belonging and 

even the Dionysian feasts. Indeed, the hierophants of many ancient rituals used a wheat spike 

as a reminder of the strong human-nature relationship (Kovani, 2005).  

The next tribe to inhabit Lemnos (1200 BC) was the Minyans; the Argonauts’ descendants. That 

was a period of prosperity for Lemnos as indicated in Eunios’ –the Homeric Lemnian king during 

the Trojan War– coat of arms (i.e. golden vine) that symbolised the tribe’s commercial charac-

teristics and the island‘s productive potential. The Lemnians considered themselves as great 

wine-lovers and, thus, as heirs of Dionysus, the Greek god of wine. The most popular rituals in 

ancient Greece –usually organised in spring and autumn, i.e. sowing and harvesting– were 

strongly related to land’s fertility. The myth of Lemnian Deeds5 –and its interwovenness with 

the Argonauts– as well as the Kaveirian Mysteries6 are symbolically related to the rebirth or the 

cyclical life of nature (Rodakis, 2002).  

According to Herodotus (484-425 BC) and Thucydides (460-400 BC) the Minyans were driven 

out of the island by the Pelasgians7 (1000 BC), who had been expelled from Attica. Hermes –

the patron god of shepherds, trade and fertility– was extremely popular among them (Mos-

chidis, 1907). The Pelasgians maintained strong relationships with the Phoenicians, whose 

strong influence in Lemnos was evident mainly in religion, primary sector and commerce. In 

 
4  For Pausanias (110-180 BC), Lucius Accius (170-86 BC), Lucius Seneca (4-65 AD), Lucius Philostratus (170-250 AD) –a Lemnos-

born Greek sophist– and Publius Statius (40-96 AD), among others, Lemnos was also known as aethaleia (smoky), pyroessa (flam-
ing) and vulcania due to its hot springs as well as the fire and smoke that occasionally blazed forth from Mt Mosychlos. The island 
is exposed to fierce winds that blow almost throughout the year, which is perhaps one reason for the limited growth of trees, 
with the exception of almond, fig and oak trees. Also, deforestation is reported by Plato (428-348 AD) in Kritias. Forested areas 
have been converted to arable land, terraces and pastures whereas woodland exploitation has been carried out for several pur-
poses, i.e. metallurgy, ceramics, housing, shipbuilding, etc. (Vikou, 2005). 

5  Hephaestus’ wife, Aphrodite drove him crazy with her infidelity; given that Lemnos was his main cult centre, it comes as no 
surprise that the local women neglected her cult. However, they were afflicted with a bad body odour. As a result their men 
started to live with some captured Thracian women. In disguised anger, the Lemnian women offered their men wine and, then, 
slaughtered them in their sleep. They were able to replenish the island by the fortuitous arrival of the Argonauts. The myth of 
Lemnian Deeds is also noted by Aeschylus and Sophocles in their plays Hypsipyle and Philoctetes, respectively. Herodotus, how-
ever, offers another version. When the Pelasgians were driven out of Attica by the Athenians, they kidnapped a number of Athe-
nian women and took them to Lemnos. The women were defiant and taught their children to act like Athenians. The Pelasgians 
killed them all. In both cases, Lemnian Deeds are related to acts of revenge and cruelty. 

6  Agro-pastoral practices were first documented near River Euphrates, in the oases of Damascus and in the Middle East. The 
movement of people may have brought these practices to other Mediterranean regions. All rituals were somehow related to the 
worship of Cybele, later known as Rea (which means Earth, Gaia), and eventually known as Demeter (Earth-Mother, Gaia-Mitir). 
Apart from Lemnos and Samothrace, Kaveirian sanctuaries can also be found in the regions of Voiotia, Cos, Evia, Phrygia (Kyzikos), 
Black Sea (Amasya), Asia Minor, Middle East (Antioch), Egypt (Alexandria), Italy (Sicily), etc. Pythagoras, Alexander the Great and 
his mother, Olympiad, were some of the most famous delegates in the Kaveirian Mysteries. According to the fable, during the 
wedding of Cadmus and Harmony, Demeter fell in love with Harmony’s brother, the mortal Iasionas by whom she had Pluto (i.e. 
wealth). Demeter’s wedding present was a seed of wheat that symbolises wealth. In the Semitic (kavir), Arabic (kebir) and Sanskrit 
(cawiras) languages the term Kaveiroi means “great” whereas according to Kourtidis (1934) the term is derived from the Greek 
word kaiomai (burning) that signifies the volcanoes and the art of metallurgy.  

7  Parts of the Pelasgian walls are still visible in the Castle of Myrina. It is a combination of a Frankish and Ottoman fortress, built 
on the foundation of an ancient one, and it is one of the largest in the Eastern Mediterranean.  
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511 BC, Lemnos was conquered by the Persians, only to be expelled by the Athenians the fol-

lowing year. The Persians reoccupied Lemnos between 493 and 479 BC, but since then the 

island was –for a long period– a protectorate of Athens. Agriculture was central to the survival 

and growth of the Aegean Islands. In the 3rd and 4th centuries BC, Lemnos was singled out for 

its viticulture and cereal production (MacDowell, 1978). During that period, it was densely pop-

ulated and scattered with villages and cottages, especially in its more fertile areas (i.e. the 

north-western part for pasture and the eastern part for agriculture). According to Diodorus of 

Sicily, after the Lamian War (323-322 BC) the island passed on to the Macedonians. In 166 BC 

it came under Roman dominance. After the division of the Roman Empire, Lemnos was inte-

grated into the Theme of the Aegean Archipelago of the Byzantine Empire.  

From 1462 to 1479, Lemnos suffered from the Venetian-Turkish War, only to become a part of 

the Ottoman Empire. During the period of Ottoman rule, some islands enjoyed religious free-

doms because of their geo-political importance. With the exception of a few islands (e.g. Crete, 

Chios and Rhodes) where commerce had flourished, in most of the Aegean islands agro-pasto-

ralism was the backbone of the local economy. In Lemnos, the locals were strongly connected 

to their mandres, since their everyday, overwhelming concern was to provide for their families.  

The early-18th century signalled the beginning of a socio-economic restructuring in the Aegean 

Archipelago mainly due to the elimination of piracy and the development of maritime com-

merce (Sfyroeras, 1965).  

In 1832, the Treaty of Constantinople signed by the Great Powers (i.e. France, Russia and Great 

Britain) and the Ottoman Empire established the independent kingdom of Greece. The North 

Aegean islands remained under Ottoman rule. In the following years, the Ottoman administra-

tion grew increasingly oppressive attempting to maintain control over the Christian islanders, 

who in turn managed to maintain their local culture and ethics, e.g. language, religion, prac-

tices, etc. (Tansug, 2014). Lemnos’ geographical isolation, however, prevented the mass move-

ment and settlement of Muslim populations (Lowry, 2002).  

The outcome of the Balkan Wars was the Treaty of Bucharest (1913), which greatly expanded 

Greek territory to take in Macedonia, Western Thrace, Epirus and the North Aegean islands. In 

1915, the World War I Allies used Moudros Bay to launch their unsuccessful invasion of the 

Dardanelles; in the same bay8, the Allied armistice with Turkey was concluded in 1918. How-

ever, the conflict between Greece and the Ottoman Empire was settled in 1923 with the Treaty 

of Lausanne, by which Turkey recognised the Greek sovereignty of the North Aegean islands, 

except Imvros and Tenedos. Until 1912, the regions of Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace and North 

Aegean experienced a prosperous era within the Ottoman Empire (i.e. Tanzimat reforms9), at 

a time when Greece could not manage to avoid a culture of administrative centralisation that 

has since then characterised the Modern Greek State. After their annexation to Greece, diverse 

socio-economic and political dynamics exacerbated inequalities between Greek mainland, and 

remote and insular regions (Kourliouros, 2001). 

During World War II, Lemnos saw the horror of the Nazis as it was occupied in April 1941. 

Shortly afterwards, many Greek, English and Australian soldiers secretly arrived on the western 

coasts of Lemnos. In order to avoid being taken captive, the soldiers were hidden by the locals 

 
8 In Moudros and Portianou there are the two WWI allied cemeteries of Lemnos. In Portianou, the mansion where Winston Church-

ill stayed briefly during his tenure as First Lord of the British Admiralty is still standing. 
9 From 1839 until 1876, the so-called Tanzimat Era, was a period when the Ottoman empire attempted to enhance the civil liberties 

of non-Turks with the aim to integrate them into the Ottoman society, granting them equality throughout the empire 
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at the mandres, until the means to sail to the Asia Minor coasts were found. During that period, 

large quantities of local products10 (including almonds, raki, etc.) were used to bribe the Nazi 

officials.  

In the decades that followed World War II, Lemnos underwent a number of economic, social 

and technological changes that are described in detail in the next chapters.  

 

2.2 SETTLEMENTS’ HISTORY 

Hecataeus of Miletus (550-476 BC), Hyperidis (390-322 BC), Apollonius of Rhodes (3rd century 

BC), Claudius Galenus (129-210 AD), Hesychius of Miletus (6th century AD), among others, used 

to refer to Lemnos as Dipolis due to the coexistence of two flourishing settlements, i.e. He-

phaesteia and Myrina; the former situated at the northeast of the island, the latter at the west 

coast11. However, Lemnos is also home to the ancient city of Poliochni; situated at the east 

coast, facing its “sister city” of Troy, Poliochni is considered to be the oldest Neolithic settle-

ment in Europe and has some exceptional findings, such as the ‘voulefterion’, a parliament 

structure which indicates the existence of a kind of democratic decision-making system in the 

area some 2000 years before the Athenian democracy. 

Whereas Poliochni and Hephaesteia have been abandoned for centuries, Myrina, at the south-

west part of the island, has been continuously inhabited and is the capital city of Lemnos today. 

 

Photo3: Ruins of Poliochni ancient settlement,  

Source: MedINA 

 
10 In 1944, for example, the local production (in oka) was as follows, wheat: 800,000; barley: 2,000,000; broad beans (faba vulgaris) 

500,000; afkos (Lathyrus Ochrus): 150,000; sesame: 200,000; aspromytiko beans: 200,000; cotton: 70,000; and cheese: 70,000. 
The oka or okka was an Ottoman measure of mass, equal to approximately 1.3 kilograms. (Tsotroudis, 2016). 

11 Myrina is also known as Kastro (meaning Castle, named after its famous fortress). During one of those formidable quarrels 
between Hera and Zeus, Hephaestus took his mother’s side. A furious Zeus threw him from Mt Olympus. Hephaestus is said to 
have fallen upon Lemnos (Hephaesteia) where he was kindly received by the Sintians, the island’s earliest inhabitants (Lemnos 
was also called Sintiis). 
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In the outskirts of Myrina, the thermal springs of Therma have been used since the Roman 

times. During the period of the Ottoman occupation, there was a hammam housed there. Ac-

cording to Greek mythology, Hephaestus was taken to Therma by the Sintians in order to heal 

his cuts and bruises. In 1923, refugees from Reisdere settled in the then known as Lera village 

(today’s Agios Dimitrios) at the central-west part of Lemnos (Nikolakaros, 2009). Many estates 

near Katalakkos and the Gomati coast (named after the Byzantine General Gormatos) on the 

north-western shore of the island belonged to the Monasteries of Mt Athos. Still on the north-

western part of Lemnos, Sardes took its name from the ancient Greek word seirades that means 

mountain tops. In 1204, Byzantine Emperor Alexios Mourtzouflos found refuge in Lemnos as 

he was persecuted by the Crusaders. Mourtzouflos was a nickname referring to either his bushy 

eyebrows or to his gloomy character; both terms can geomorphologically “describe” the re-

mote cape located north of Kaspakas on the northwestern tip of Lemnos.  

  

Photos 4 & 5: Lemnos’ insular landscapes – Cape Mourtzouflos in 1998 and 2018 

Source: Kazolis, 1998, MedINA 2018 

 

In 1926, refugees who came from Koutali in Propontida founded Nea (New) Koutali to the 

cenral-south coast of island. Next to Nea Koutali, Palaio Pedino (also known as Pesperago) was 

destroyed after a catastrophic earthquake in 1968. The name of Portianou means new port 

(portojiano), referring to a new harbour constructed by the Franks in the 13th century close to 

Nea Koutali. Traveling inland, Tsimandria is the village of kehaghiades12, as its name is an alter-

ation of the phrase “at the mandres of Tsimiskis”, the Byzantine emperor Ioannis Tsimiskis. The 

nearby small port Diapori is situated at the west side of the sandy isthmus that connects the 

Fakos peninsula with the rest of Lemnos. The name Agkariones is, most likely, derived from the 

word karidies (kariones) which means walnut trees. The only dam on the island was constructed 

in that area for irrigation purposes. Also, Kontias’ windmills –preserved since the Middle Ages– 

and stone-built houses, which belonged once to wealthy ship-owners, are quite characteristic 

examples that celebrate the beauty of local traditions (Dodouras, 2012). 

For some, Atsiki’s name, located at the central-north part of Lemnos, was derived from the 

Turkish word açık that means open / clear, probably referring to the area’s verdant open valley, 

while others believe that it is an alteration of the term Attiki (Attica). Moving further east, Kon-

 
12 Kehaghias (plural kehaghiades) is Lemnos’ traditional farmer. 
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topouli’s first inhabitants came from Hephaesteia and Kotsinas. At the north-eastern tip of Lem-

nos, Plaka13 was originally a place of seasonal residence for the residents of Agios Hypatios and 

Hephaesteia. In Rousounia, near the chapel of Agios Athanasios, there are thermal springs with 

water rich in radium, suitable for mud baths. The Lemnian Earth, Terra Lemnia, which was a 

thick reddish clay known since antiquity for its many healing properties was collected near the 

Repanidi area (Mt Moschylos). Supposedly, the village of Kaminia, located near ancient Poli-

ochni at the southeast of Lemnos was named after the numerous potteries that existed in the 

area in the past. West of Kaminia, the village of Moudros took its name either from a small 

monastery (monydrio) that existed in the area or a granite rock (mydros) where the sailors used 

to anchor their boats (Nikolakaros, 2009). 

Other villages and traditional hamlets include Tsas and Androni in Myrina, Propouli in Atsiki, 

Agios Alexandros in Kontopouli, Kotsinas in Repanidi, Kortisonas in Panagia and Vounaria in 

Pedino. In Lemnos, the local architecture was inextricably linked with the island’s landscapes 

both in terms of raw materials and style14. The local stone, quarried mainly from the areas of 

Kaspakas and Romanou, was used by skilled stone masons for the construction of various hous-

ing structures. 

 

Photo 6: Lemnos’ insular landscapes – Insular agro-pastoral mosaic in Varos 

Source: Pravlis, 2003 

 

 
13 There are reports of the existence of the fortified settlement in the region of Plaka, also known as Voreiokastro, Oraiokastro, 

Castello di Placa, etc. An ancient sunken city has been found off the east coast, in the sea area Mythones. The existence of the 

remains was first mentioned by Choiseul-Guffier in 1785 who equated them with the Homeric islet Chrysi.  
14  Masonry is evident while 17 villages have been designated as traditional settlements. 
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2.3 POPULATION EVOLUTION IN THE 20TH CENTURY 

In 1922, approximately 5,000 refugees from Asia Minor settled in various parts of the island. 

The population of Lemnos surpassed 23,000 inhabitants in the years before WW II, reaching a 

peak of 24,018 residents in the national census of 1951. The decline started with the end of 

the Greek Civil War when mass emigration begun (see chapter 2.4 below) and continued until 

1981, when it reached its lowest point, of 15,721 residents. Lemnos’ population witnessed a 

comeback in the 1980’s, recording a peak of 18,094 inhabitants in 2001, eventually decreasing 

to approx. 17,000 in the last census of 2011. 

The total population of Lemnos has increased by 8.1% between 1981 and 2011 (see Table 1 

and Figure 1); however, this change has been uneven across the island. In fact, as shown in 

Table 1, the former Municipality of Myrina has almost exclusively attracted this increase 

(+38%), while the population of the three other Municipalities has remained stable or de-

creased since 1981. These figures indicate the concentration of population towards the urban 

centre of Myrina and its outskirts at the expense of the rural communities of central and east-

ern Lemnos, showing that Lemnos follows the general trend of urbanization that is prevalent 

all over Greece in this period. 

 

Table 1: Evolution of Greek and Lemnian population, 1920-201115 

Year Greece Lemnos Island Municipality 

of Atsiki 

Municipality 

of Moudros 

Municipality 

of Myrina 

Municipality of 

Nea Koutali 

1920 5,016,869 20,198 3,924 7,364 5,201 3,709 

1928 6,204,684 23,785 4,504 8,429 6,507 4,345 

1951 7,632,801 24,018 4,862 8,266 6,314 4,576 

1961 8,388,553 21,812 4,487 7,739 5,841 3,745 

1971 8,768,372 17,367 3,094 5,613 5,987 2,673 

1981 9,739,589 15,721 2,712 4,915 5,802 2,222 

1991 10,259,900 17,645 3,059 4,867 6,818 2,901 

2001 10,964,020 18,094 2,894 4,842 7,488 2,880 

2011 10,816,286 16,992 2,535 3,925 8,006 2,526 

Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT), 2011 
 

 
15 De facto population. The administrative division in four municipalities (Myrina, Atsiki, Nea Koutali and Moudros) 

has been established in 1997 and abolished in 2010, when the whole of Lemnos has been merged into a single 
Municipality. The figures shown in the table for different periods are aggregations of the population of the com-
munities that comprised each of the four municipalities. The 1939 census was never completed because of 
World War II.  
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Figure 1: Evolution of Lemnos’ population from 1920 to 2001 

Source: Bakalis, 2007 

 

Lemnos comprises more than 30 communities, each organised around one main village with 

the same name. These villages have gradually absorbed the population of their respective com-

munities in the first half of the 20th century. Some peripheral farm-settlements, which have 

been abandoned after WW II, are still visible and some of their mandras are used for farming 

today (such as Krinida and Agios Alexandros). On the other hand, new constructions have ap-

peared during the past 20 years in the countryside, outside village boundaries -especially along 

the coastline- to host tourism and secondary housing uses; some of these residential concen-

trations, although quite different in structure and character compared to the traditional vil-

lages, are being recorded as new settlements (such as Agios Ioannis and Diapori). 

The evolution of Lemnos’ population by community between 1920 and 2011 is shown in Table 

2 below. The analysis at community level provides a more detailed picture of the rural depop-

ulation taking place across Lemnos in the post-war period. After a largely balanced population 

increase across the island between 1920-1951, all communities of Lemnos, with the sole ex-

ception of Myrina, record significant population decrease between 1951 and 1981. This decline 

is dramatic for the large villages of the rural countryside (Kontias, Tsimandria, Varos, Sardes, 

etc.) that lose more than half of their population in this period; similarly, the remote southeast-

ern tip of Lemnos south of Moudros records significant population losses, which exceed 50%. 

The situation changes after the 1980’s, presenting a polarised picture between the western 

part of Lemnos that increases its population, and the central and eastern part that continues 

on a declining trend. The largest population increase occurs in Myrina and the adjacent com-

munity of Platy (linked to urbanisation and tourism); most of the large lowland villages retain 

or even increase their population (Moudros, Atsiki, Agios Dimitrios, Kontias), whereas the re-

mote and semi-mountainous communities continue on a negative trend (Sardes, Katalakko, 

Repanidi, Romanou, Kaminia, etc.). 
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Table 2: Evolution of population of Lemnian communities, 1920-2011 

  1920 1928 1951 
1920-
1951 1961 1971 1981 

1951-
1981 1991 2001 2011 

1981-
2011 

Lemnos 
Island 20,198  23,785  24,018  18.9% 21,812  17,367  15,721  -34.5% 17,645  18,094  16,992  8.1% 

Municipality 
of Myrina 5,201  6,507  6,314  21.4% 5,841  5,987  5,802  -8.1% 6,818  7,488  8,006  38.0% 

Myrina 2,488  3,726  3,497  40.6% 3,460  3,982  3,744  7.1% 4,342  5,107  5,711  52.5% 

Kaspakas 820  792  966  17.8% 860  819  819  -15.2% 941  894  792  -3.3% 

Kornos 656  731  605  -7.8% 476  367  352  -41.8% 369  355  267  -24.1% 

Platy 558  553  529  -5.2% 467  352  396  -25.1% 694  673  785  98.2% 

Thanos 679  705  717  5.6% 578  467  491  -31.5% 472  459  451  -8.1% 

Municipality 
of Atsiki 3,924  4,504  4,862  23.9% 4,487  3,094  2,712  -44.2% 3,059  2,894  2,535  -6.5% 

Atsiki 1,008  1,318  1,328  31.7% 1,289  958  900  -32.2% 1,074  989  900  0.0% 

Karpasi 486  509  517  6.4% 471  279  234  -54.7% 190  168  181  -22.6% 

Varos 624  788  652  4.5% 578  416  275  -57.8% 439  405  223  -18.9% 

Ag. Dimitrios 556  730  871  56.7% 700  578  621  -28.7% 638  733  812  30.8% 

Dafni 412  337  424  2.9% 444  254  200  -52.8% 190  179  158  -21.0% 

Sardes 536  530  701  30.8% 619  375  318  -54.6% 401  305  215  -32.4% 

Katalakko 302  292  369  22.2% 386  234  164  -55.6% 127  115  46  -72.0% 

Municipality 
of N. Koutali 3,709  4,345  4,576  23.4% 3,745  2,673  2,222  -51.4% 2,901  2,870  2,526  13.7% 

Kontias 1,272  1,331  1,462  14.9% 1,127  755  549  -62.4% 551  628  572  4.2% 

Tsimandria 605  718  700  15.7% 593  379  308  -56.0% 292  314  259  -15.9% 

Portianou 639  617  564  -11.7% 468  297  244  -56.7% 251  306  314  28.7% 

Pedino 241  230  208  -13.7% 179  24  134  -35.6% 398  331  268  100.0% 

Aggariones 200  201  242  21.0% 202  136  135  -44.2% 153  138  116  -14.1% 

Nea Koutali   351  457  - 410  475  383  -16.2% 438  473  442  15.4% 

Kallithea 304  381  339  11.5% 298  204  203  -40.1% 211  206  182  -10.3% 

Livadochori 448  516  604  34.8% 468  403  266  -56.0% 607  474  373  40.2% 

Municipality 
of Moudros 7,364  8,429  8,266  12.2% 7,739  5,613  4,985  -39.7% 4,867  4,842  3,925  -21.3% 

Moudros 1,496  1,795  1,393  -6.9% 1,236  1,024  973  -30.2% 1,038  1,039  974  0.1% 

Repanidi 571  632  652  14.2% 596  475  393  -39.7% 302  357  266  -32.3% 

Lychna 330  318  296  -10.3% 210  148  120  -59.5% 315  338  320  166.7% 

Romanou 822  950  890  8.3% 793  563  515  -42.1% 544  457  302  -41.4% 

Kontopouli 1,453  1,637  1,170  -19.5% 1,197  825  809  -30.9% 650  703  634  -21.6% 

Kalliopi     571  - 587  424  357  -37.5% 359  334  207  -42.0% 

Panagia 331  406  616  86.1% 697  495  435  -29.4% 448  453  383  -12.0% 

Plaka 471  515  555  17.8% 578  435  384  -30.8% 365  374  310  -19.3% 

Roussopouli 516  618  545  5.6% 482  284  285  -47.7% 215  163  94  -67.0% 

Kaminia 541  654  746  37.9% 644  468  370  -50.4% 323  347  243  -34.3% 

Fysini 479  553  547  14.2% 465  288  201  -63.3% 208  153  107  -46.8% 

Skandali 354  351  285  -19.5% 254  184  143  -49.8% 100  124  85  -40.6% 

Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT), own edits 
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Maps 1 and 2 provide a graphic illustration of the post-war population changes at community 

level between 1951-1981 and 1981-2011, respectively. 

 

 

Map 1: Evolution of Lemnos’ population by community, 1951-1981 

 

 

Map 2: Evolution of Lemnos’ population by community, 1981-2011 
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2.4 MIGRATION 

Lemnians have been migrating already since antiquity. During the period of the Ottoman occu-

pation, the pattern of outward migration from lowland regions to mountainous and remote 

areas could be observed. As presented in the previous chapter, the population of Lemnos dur-

ing the 20th century fluctuated greatly twice. After Greece signed the Lausanne Treaty and the 

consequent population exchanges, the population grew from 20,000 people to 24,000 approx-

imately, emigrants of Greek origin coming from Asia Minor and settling in Lemnos.  Then, in 

the post-war period, the end of the migration waves at the end of the 1960s and the beginning 

of the 1970s, saw the population having diminished to approximately 17,000 people.  

After the liberation from the Ottomans in 1912, many Lemnians that did not want to emigrate 

abroad, chose Athens and Thessaloniki as their destination. This migration wave started in the 

interwar years and peaked after the post-war decades. In the 19th and early 20th centuries many 

went to Egypt, learnt how to grow cotton, and then brought the industry to Lemnos where it 

became one of Greece’s major cotton growing centres. The migration wave to Egypt was the 

longest in terms of time (it started in the 1830s and continued until the 1960s) and the largest 

in terms of number of immigrants.  

In 1918, several Russian aristocrats, who fled their country after the Bolshevik Revolution, 

sought refuge in Lemnos, and since its liberation, in October 1944, the island became a desti-

nation for political exiles. 

Apart from Egypt, many cities in the Balkans, the Black Sea and the Mediterranean became 

destinations for those who chose to seek their fate elsewhere. Since the mid-19th century, there 

was a migration wave towards countries of Central and North Africa, which continued until the 

mid-20th century. The USA became a destination at the end of the 19th– early 20th century and 

again in the 1950s. In the first half of the 20th century, many Lemnians headed to South Amer-

ican countries.  

The last migration peak was reached during 1955-1965, especially after the collapse of the cot-

ton plantations on Lemnos towards the end of the 1950s, when people headed massively to 

Australia and, to a lesser extent, to Canada and Germany. In a newspaper article of Lemnos 

newspaper, it is mentioned that in 1950, the local population numbered 32,000 and those 

abroad reached 15,000. Migration offices were paid in kind instead of money. The expenses for 

the migration of one family member required a year’s labour from all the members of the family 

left behind. Many villages were nearly abandoned during this period; fortunately, though, the 

introduction of agricultural machinery helped to avoid the abandonment of farming (Bakalis, 

2007). 

The kehaghiades that did not own their own mandra claimed that one of the reasons they 

decided to migrate was the oppression they experienced due to their many obligations towards 

the landowners (especially combined with taxation) (D. Moschovas, P.I., April 2019). Hence, 

they chose to look for better living standards and a more prosperous life away from Lemnos.  
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Map 3: Major migration destination cities – mid 19th century. 

Source: Bakalis, 2007 

 

 

Map 4: Major migration destination countries – 1st half 20th century. 

Source: Bakalis, 2007 
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Map 5: Major migration destination countries – 2nd half 20th century. 

Source: Bakalis, 2007 

 

Lemnian immigrants worked in many different sectors once abroad. In Egypt they were occu-

pied in plantations, cereal milling, cotton, tobacco (mostly in its processing and derivatives) and 

in trade. Most of them worked initially as employees in a relative’s business and could later 

become self-employed or landowners. In Egypt, Lemnians prospered and many managed to 

offer their children a university education. Many returned after the liberation of the island from 

the Ottomans and bought land and mandres. It is said that one hundred families during the 

1940s owned lands of more than 10 ha each (Bakalis, 2007).  

In the other African countries, Lemnians worked in plantations and in trade. In the USA, they 

worked in restaurants and in constructions. In Australia, they were mainly occupied as workers 

in the 1950s. Life was quite tough for them during this period, as they were being treated 

harshly by their employers and they were not adequately compensated. This changed towards 

the 1970s when it became easier to start their own businesses. Very few of them came back to 

Lemnos (Bakalis, 2007). Some of those, who returned, managed to buy their mandras from the 

landlords and started an independent course running their own farms (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 

2019). 

 

2.5 EMPLOYMENT  

The structural elements that determine the balance of insular economies are defined to a large 

degree by the available natural resources, population size and characteristics, available infra-

structure, technology and institutions. Lemnos’ socio-economic prospects have been greatly 

determined by the area’s microcli-mate, geomorphology and soils, which allowed for significant 

agricultural production.  
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The socio-economic changes that have occurred in the last decades have led to a redefinition 

of these elements as now the tertiary sector dominates the local economy with a lot of people 

working in tourism, commerce and the public sector (Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Employment in Greece, North Aegean and Lemnos, 2011 

Main economic sectors Greece Region of North Aegean Lemnos County 16 

Active population (total) 3, 727,633 100.0% 65,909 100.0% 5,994 100.0% 

Primary sector17  372,209 10.0% 9,000 13.7% 807 13.5% 

Constructions 254,081 6.8% 5,872 8.9% 537 9.0% 

Commerce 651,739 17.5% 9,838 14.9% 774 12.9% 

Transport and Energy 192,871 5.2% 3,589 5.4% 223 3.7% 

Hotels and Restaurants 291,589 7.8% 6,030 9.1% 443 7.4% 

Administration and Services 102,192 2.7% 1,119 1.7% 82 1.4% 

Public sector 359,779 9.7% 11,262 17.1% 1,667 27.8% 

Education 294,359 7.9% 5,510 8.4% 368 6.1% 

Health and welfare 236,831 6.4% 3,612 5.5% 346 5.8% 

Other 971,983 26.1% 10,077 15.3% 747 12.5% 

Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT), 2011 
 

However, the primary sector of Lemnos continues to be the backbone of the local economy. In 

fact, there is growing recognition that the primary and tertiary sector of an economy can act as 

communicating vessels and support each other, setting the foundations for sustainable rural de-

velopment in a modern context. The Terra Lemnia project aims, inter alia, to bring the different 

actors together, to capture the spirit of -predominantly rural- Lemnos and to develop a common 

narrative and a coherent framework of the island’s identity; recognition, conservation, support 

and promotion of the island’s unique cultural elements, practices and products are at the heart 

of this effort.  

 

 
16 Lemnos County, renamed as Regional Unit of Lemnos in January 2011, is an administrative division which includes 

the islands of Lemnos and Agios Efstratios. 
17 Including farming, stockbreeding, logging and fisheries. 
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Photo 7: Lemnos’ insular landscapes – A herd of sheep in Zematas 

Source: Pravlis, 2003 
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3. THE MANDRA SYSTEM OF LEMNOS  
 

…Poliochni is thought to be one of the oldest European urban settlements, 

preceding Troy. Apart from its parliament, many layers have been un-

earthed, with the last one dating back to 1600 BC, around the time of the 

eruption of the Santorini volcano that destroyed Poliochni. During the times 

of its prime, strong retaining walls were built, a wall with bastions, public 

buildings, squares, paved streets with draining systems, wells, mansions 

and other smaller stone-built houses. The main occupations of the residents 

were agriculture, fishing, textile making and the manufacture of stone tools 

and weapons. Also, there are indications of certain metalworking process 

using wax while commercial activities gradually intensified… 

Kyriakopoulou, 2012 

 

Nature is what gives shape to landscapes, but human action is what gives them their identity. 

In Lemnos, landscapes reveal the richness of its natural environment, and the timeless activities 

of humans. Much of the island’s abandoned terraced area and the traditional stone fences are 

still visible today. 

Lemnos’ agro-pastoral environment is to a large degree related with the presence of the ke-

haghias with the traditional mandres that are spread throughout the island. The mandres are 

made of natural local materials, i.e. stone, wood, canes, and roof tiles, they provide shelter for 

the kehaghiades and their herds, whereas their building technique remains unchanged as un-

changed are the needs that they serve.  

It must be well appreciated that they form an integral part of Lemnos’ natural and cultural 

heritage and the backbone of a living tradition for the island. Their protection and valorisation 

is directly related with the identity and prosperity of the local society. 
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3.1 THE BASIC STRUCTURES OF THE MANDRA 

The mandra of Lemnos is a sheltered space in the countryside, where the kehaghiades gather 

their flock. The one-roomed mandra bear an astound resemblance with the ancient buildings 

of Poliochni. It is as if locals used for many centuries the same architectural techniques to serve 

their needs (Sifounakis, 1993). Up until the end of the 20th century, it served as a place of pro-

duction and residence for many kehaghiades, playing an important role in the formation of the 

socio-economic relations, leaving their cultural mark in the insular rural landscape.  

 

   

Photos 8 & 9: Architectural elements of Poliochni ruins and traditional mandra 

Source: MedINA 

 

Their size was measured based on the number of animals they could sustain, rather than on 

hectares. Around the mandra, large extends of arable land called miradia are sown with the 

first rains and serve as pastures in early autumn and when weather conditions prevent the 

movement of herds to nearby mountain pastures (Giannelis, 2018).   

An example of folk architecture, the mandres are functional structures built to last for ages and 

serve the needs of future generations (Anemoessa, 2011). Scattered throughout the island, 

from the edge of its semi-urban centres to its most remote areas, the mandres dominate the 

landscape whereas the kehaghiades care for and shape them in such a way that add to their 

functionality. Hence, the mandra as a place and a space relies at the centre of Lemnos’ socio-

economic life, i.e. from the kehaghias’ family to the productivity of Lemnos’ primary sector 

(Giannelis, 2018). 

In the past, during the Ottoman occupation, mandres were the one and only house the people 

in the countryside used. They served, that is, all their needs and were their permanent resi-

dence. After 1840, the economy began to grow, as the Tanzimat reforms recognised some civil 

rights to the local population, allowing emigration and money accumulation (Bakalis, 2007). 

The small pre-existing settlements of the island grew larger. Shops were opened, schools were 

built and people started to built their homes in these settlements and visit the mandres mainly 

on a seasonal basis. The old mandres (built before 1840) that used to be the only residence of 

the kehaghiades no longer exist. The mandres that are still vivible today were built after the 

mid-19th century, up until the 1930s, and during that period they were mainly used seasonally 

(D. Moschovas, P.I., April 2019). 
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3.1.1 MAIN ELEMENTS AND TYPES OF MANDRAS 

Lemnos’ mandres display a great variety in size, structure, and architectural composition, de-

pending on the needs they served. The common elements in most mandres are the sheep man-

gers, built-in feeders in a shady place with no windows called hayiati, the barn that disposed a 

manure hatch and kehaghias’ house, which can be located inside the mandra perimeter. So-

mandro and bodilas where two other important mandra elements, the first being an open-air 

drystone structure where the animals were kept. One of the side parts of the somandro was 

narrower than the other and led to the bodilas, a small door through which all animals that had 

to be milked [called galaria, derived from the Greek term γάλα (milk)] went through, led there 

one by one by the parallachtis (the person responsible for steering the animals towards the 

milker) (R. Giannelis, P.I. April 2019). 

 

Figure 2: Floor plan of a mandra in Kaspakas 

Source: Sifounakis, 1993  

Sifounakis, in his classic study of 1993, attempts to produce a typology of mandres, distinguish-

ing five (5) main types. Originally, one-room buildings provided shelter and protection to ke-

haghiades (Type Α) whereas they gradually became a stock-breeding unit. This basic type of 

mandra, which later evolved to the other four types, consisted of a rectangular, earthen floor 

building (approximately 4.5x3m). It included a wooden pitched roof, a small entrance door, a 

fireplace and sometimes a small south facing window. Also, it had a slightly elevated wooden 
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terrace that served as a bed (Figure 3). Usually, these buildings were surrounded by a drystone 

wall (the somandro), that kept the sheep inside the perimeter and allowed the performance of 

other activities such as sheep shearing and milking.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Typology – Type A (basic) mandra 

Source: Sifounakis, 1993 

 

Type B (rural) mandra completely covered the kehaghiades’ rural needs as an integrated com-

plex with all the space needed for a large number of people (e.g. the kehaghias’ family) that 

used it for more extended periods of time. Type B mandra included a residence space, a stable 

for working animals (e.g. cows, mules, and horses), a storage space for forage and hay, a 

drystone walling, a threshing floor, and a dedicated space for an outdoor oven18 and, more 

rarely, a cauldron for tsipouro (raki) distillation if vineyards are included in the mandra proper-

ties (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Typology – Type B (rural) mandra 

Source: Sifounakis, 1993  

 

Type C (farming and stockbreeding) mandra serves the needs of agricultural activities, livestock 

breeding, and housing. It is found in areas where agricultural fields and pastures are located 

(Figure 5). What distinguishes Type C from Type B mandra structures is a hayati which is a porch 

that protects the sheep. Type D (livestock breeding) mandra is usually found in remote and 

high-altitude areas where only stock breeding is practiced. Its structures include the hayati, the 

kehaghias’ house and the somandro (see Figure 6). Type E (family-mixed) mandra has the same 

size and layout as Type B. It often does not dispose threshing floors but has a particular type of 
 

18 Such facilities were constructed as separate units  (Papaioannou et al., P.I., April 2019). 
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hayati, resembling an arcade (see Figure 7). All types were built in a way to offer protection 

from north winds (Sifounakis, 1993).  

Additional to its basic elements, a mandra could include a pig house (gourtzelokoumazo), a 

chicken house (ornithokoumazo), a pigeon house, a stone-built oven, a dedicated space for the 

weaning of lambs, and stalos, a tree, usually a mulberry or fig tree, where the animals found 

shelter from the sun during summertime (R. Giannelis, P.I. April 2019). 

All the mandra premises were integrated in a manner that served the kehaghias’s needs (farm-

ing and/or stockbreeding ones) (Papaioannou et. al., G. I., April 2019).  

 

Figure 5: Typology – Type C (farming and breeding) mandra 

Source: Sifounakis, 1993  

 

 

Figure 6: Typology – Type D (livestock breeding) mandra 

Source: Sifounakis, 1993  

 

 

Figure 7: Typology – Type E (family mixed) mandra 

Source: Sifounakis, 1993  
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Type A mandres were usually built by the kehaghias alone, while larger ones required a collec-

tive effort. The size of the lands associated with the mandra determined its size (R. Giannelis, 

P.I. April 2019).  

Similar structures can be found in many Aegean islands. However, it is only in Lemnos that the 

mandres consist of more than one room while the surrounding areas are sufficiently organised, 

i.e. cultivated land, small pastures, storage rooms, stables, barns, etc. Local raw materials were 

used for their construction such as stones (including monoliths) for the walls, lintels, reeds, 

wood, thresholds and pilasters for the roof, the doors and the windows, and plaster made of 

mud and hay for the interior (Sifounakis, 1993). As such, they integrate perfectly in the land-

scape embodying the genus loci, the spirit of the site. With their morphological simplicity, they 

manifest respect for human scale and the characteristics of the local landscapes (Anemoessa, 

2011). 

 

 
Photo 10: A mandra in Fakos 

Source: MedINA 
 

3.1.2 CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES 

Stone is an ideal insulating material, perfectly adapted to protect from local weather condi-

tions. In the summertime, the mandra is kept cool from the strong sun; during winter, with the 

assistance of fireplaces, the stone houses maintain a steady temperature. In the past, wood –

imported mainly from northern Greece– was used for warmth and cooking. Alternatively, they 

burnt shrubs (astivies) that were picked from the fields as well as dried cow dung (svounies). In 

close proximity, the axata and the psomadio are built. Axata is an elevated protrusion on the 

facade, made by stones or dirt, on which they used to dry various seeds and fruits. Underneath, 

they kept either animals or stored wood for the winters. Psomadio is a stone oven with shed 
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that protected it, underneath which the necessary tools for baking were stored (Konstantellis 

et al.   2010). 

 

 

Photo 11: A mandra in Dafni 
Source: MedINA 

 

The walls of the mandra are 65-80 cm thick. There is one entrance and one or two oblong 

windows. The roof is four-pointed. The frame of the tile roof used to be made of mainly chest-

nut wood. The mesodoki is a wooden beam, which runs along the structure, supported by the 

two pediments, called kalkania. Straight across the beam, they place the kaproulia, with which 

the roof is supported. In the past, on top of the beam or reeds they placed dry seaweed 

(komthia / samaki) for insulation and on top of the seaweed they placed the tiles, which were 

held in place with stones (Liapi, 2016a). However, some mandras had earthen roofs, made by 

mud and hay. They were almost completely water-proof, only during extremely cold weather 

conditions and ice they were compromised, but again, these small damages were easily fixed. 

In such mandres, only in the aheroni, where hay was stored a tile-roof was constructed, be-

cause hay was very valuable (K. Banavos, P.I. April 2019). The mandra main entrance is usually 

a single-wing door, which is made of small vertical wooden planks, supported on two horizontal 

boards. When they used a double-wing door, usually in two-storey buildings, the door was usu-

ally supported by two horizontal iron bars, resting against the wall, which were bent over the 

door wings. Usually, windows did not have shutters, but for safety reasons they were protected 

by railings (Liapi, 2016a). 

Stone masons used the local stone wisely, when it came to shape and size (Sifounakis, 1993; 

Bakalis, 2007). The separate spaces for each kind of animal bred in the mandra, the dwelling of 

the breeder itself, and the production and consumption of food within its walls, combined with 

a wealth of customs that take place in the temporal cycle and are directly related to the primary 
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sector, were some of the reasons that these buildings were invested with a set of preconcep-

tions and prejudices as described in folk narratives about ghosts or finding treasures on its 

doors (see also chapter 3.7) (Giannelis, 2018). 

 

 
Photo 12: Builders and stone masons, responsible for the construction of terraces, mandres 

and houses 
Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

Dry stone masonry techniques are a significant part of the Mediterranean’s intangible heritage, 

holding their roots back to the Neolithic era. It is an almost exclusively rural technique, which 

not only provided soil for cultivation but also minimised soil erosion. The dry stone masonry 

techniques have been deeply embedded into the life of agrarian societies of the Mediterranean 

Basin since prehistory. Dry stone constructions were a tool for controlling and humanizing 

space, creating concepts, symbols and meanings, which in turn, transform space into land-

scape. These constructions can be distinguished in several categories according to their func-

tionality.  

In Lemnos, dry stone techniques were used for the construction of enclosures and fences in 

the mandres, whereas terracing was used to allow cultivation on the hillsides with limited pro-

ductive capacity. These level stepped surfaces were not necessary in the east and south Lem-

nos, which offered wide plains, however these structures were also used to protect the hills 

from soil erosion. Some terraced landscapes are still visible, especially in the western part of 

the island. They were abandoned approx. in the 1960s as a result of massive urban migration, 
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construction of the road network and other technological agricultural developments that re-

duced the necessary time for many chores (harvesting, threshing, ploughing, planting), and an 

overall abandonment of traditional practices (Bakalis, 2007, D. Moschovas, K. Banavos, P.I., 

April 2019). 

 

 
Photo 13: Abandoned terraces in Papia 

Source: MedINA 
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3.2 OWNERSHIP STATUS OF THE MANDRA AND THE ROLE OF KE-

HAGHIAS  

3.2.1 OWNERSHIP STATUS 

Monastic estates were present in Lemnos from at least the 12th century. During Byzantine 

times, Lemnos was an imperial acquisition, hence the Byzantine emperor and high-ranking of-

ficers owned large properties on the island. Also, Byzantine Emperors used to donate land to 

the monasteries of Mt Athos (Liapi, 2011a). Further, after the fall of Byzantium and before the 

Ottomans occupied the island, land owners used to donate their property to the monasteries 

of Mt Athos. For some this was an act of salvation of their souls (Papaioannou et al., G.I., April 

2019) while for others it was an effort to save their land from confiscation by the Ottomans (T. 

Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). Monastic estates’ presence continued into the Ottoman period, as 

they maintained their properties (Lowry, 1981). A high concentration of such estates was found 

in areas of rich soils and arable lands. Their income was generated from the exploitation of 

natural resources and rents, while they also enjoyed tax reliefs. Significant socio-economic 

changes during the 14th century in the Mediterranean Basin –i.e. unstable political situation 

and numerous pirate attacks– added to the crisis of the Byzantine Empire. As such, the monas-

tic estates had to adjust their economic activities and expand their role on the island.  

After the Ottoman occupation, Turkish landowners assigned the management of the pastures 

to stockbreeders that used to be called kehaghiades. The term kehaghias is derived from the 

Turkish κâhya, which is the caretaker / housekeeper (Liapi, 2011b). After the fall of Constanti-

nople, Mt Athos monasteries kept in their possession large plots of land and were still respon-

sible for building, maintaining, and restoring a number of other structures, e.g. mandres, tow-

ers, mills, etc. Such infrastructures functioned as control points against trespassing, theft and 

false claims on ownership (Smyrlis, 2002). Lemnos’ mandres, in particular, were usually located 

adjacent to the monastic estates or on their grazing lands. Initially, they functioned as pens but 

they evolved into more complex structures with additional functions, such as habitation, stor-

age, processing of agricultural produce, etc. (Sifounakis, 1993).  

Up until the beginning of the 14th century, the Athonite monasteries played a pivotal role in 

fighting depopulation and land abandonment on Lemnos (McNeil, 1992). Cereals –mainly 

wheat, barley, and fodder (such as oat)– were cultivated in the fertile plains of the monastic 

estates. Wine was also produced by both monastic estates and individuals, in such quantities 

to create a sellable surplus. Assumingly, the cultivation of sesame was an alternative to the 

almost non-existent olive cultivation on Lemnos (Naval Intelligence Division, 1944). Some other 

activities included the cultivation of vegetables, fruit trees and herbs, as well as the exploitation 

of the scrubland for fuel and building material.  

Pastoralism on Lemnos has always played a significant role in shaping the rural landscape19. In 

the south, Fakos peninsula was used almost exclusively for grazing. According to Ottoman rec-

ords, in 1490 24,509 sheep were recorded; an average of 34.47 per household (Lowry, 1981). 

 
19 The people living in villages on the western, mountainous part of the island, were almost exclusively engaged in 

livestock farming.  
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Investments in pastoralism were associated with the fact that it was less work intensive com-

pared to land farming (particularly important for households lacking sufficient manpower) and 

were further encouraged by the value of its by-products, mainly cheese. On the other hand, 

the taxes paid for the number of animals kept made pastoralism the Ottoman Empire’s largest 

source of revenue from the island. An interesting fact is that the monasteries were able to 

promote their products in intra-regional markets as they owned their own means of transpor-

tation. The impact of the monasteries on the rural landscapes of Lemnos was versatile, re-

sponding to new economic conditions. Indeed, they enjoyed financial privileges while at the 

same time their constant attempt to acquire new properties put pressure on both the local 

society and environment. Yet, their contribution to social stability positively influenced the local 

demographics (Kondyli, 2010).  

The agrarian issue was at the top of Greece’s political agenda since 1830. At the core of the 

problem was the “national lands”, i.e. areas that belonged to the Ottomans before the War of 

Independence (1821-1829). Large land estates in the newly-annexed regions were dominated 

by a few Greek landlords (Islamoglu, 2000), who were also bearers of Greek national debt 

bonds in the Paris and London stock exchange. These landlords aimed at the expansion of their 

right of property at the expense of the rights of tenure of the kolligoi (peasants). This feudal 

system found a solution with the Agrarian Reform of 1917 (Aroni-Tsichli, 2014). 

In Lemnos, after the Agrarian Reform of 1917 and the 1922 population exchange between Tur-

key (Asia Minor) and Greece, although some independent properties passed into the posses-

sion of farmers, the majority of properties was bought by Lemnian émigrés abroad. Eleftherios 

Venizelos distributed some monastic lands to the kolligoi and immigrants from Asia Minor. The 

three largest monastic estates in Gomati, Harakas and Alexopyrgou were taken over by the 

Greek State and distributed to landless farmers and immigrants from Reisdere (in Koutali). 

Lands from old Turkish villages (Kourouni, Lagopai, Kontovraki) became exchangeable, and 

were given to immigrants from Reisdere, Proussa and Madetos in 1922, based on family size. 

However, there were rumours that some locals, although they were not beneficiaries, managed 

to get hold of plots of land in obscure ways, taking advantage of the land distribution process 

(Papaioannou et al., G.I., April 2019).  

According to the island's ownership status, until 1961, the largest properties of Lemnos, that in 

the past belonged either to the monasteries of Mt Athos or to the Ottomans, occupied 2/3 of 

Lemnos, and only 1/3 was divided into smallholder farms (between 0.4 - 0.5 ha each). From 

1900-1950 the local aristocracy possessed large plots of land that had either been bought or 

taken over by the Ottomans. For 4-5 years, there were posts in the local newspapers about 

lands owned by Ottomans that were sold. After the liberation, some Ottomans changed their 

names and converted to Christianity so as to be able to stay in Lemnos.  

The sub-letting regime that results from this particular ownership status continues, to a certain 

extent, to this very day. The two main characteristics of such a production network are the 

mandra and the kehaghias (Belitsos, 1994; Fraggellis, 2000).  

Ethnographically, Lemnos is a matrilineal and matrilocal society (Giannelis, 2018). According to 

customary law, distribution systems in the Lemnian, matrilineal society resulted in the large 

properties on the island, called zevgaria. Usually, a zevgari was owned by a boss (afentiko in 

Greek) who however lived an urban life with his family in Myrina, not at the mandra. A zevgari 

typically included an area of land whose cultivation required the labour of a pair of oxen 
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(zevgari in Greek). Each zevgari also included a mandra, a pen and other associated infrastruc-

tures necessary for the work of the kehaghias (be it farming, stockbreeding or both) (R. Gian-

nelis, P.I., April 2019). The mandres were located at the centre of each property, and usually 

included both farmland and pastures (the miradia). Their size was not counted in hectares but 

in relation to their capacity to sustain a certain number of domesticated animals (that is, 

enough pastures for grazing, adequate housing in the mandra etc.). It is said that this tradition 

of zevgaria goes far back in antiquity, as according to the legend they were distributed by queen 

Ypsipyli herself20.  

Mandres could be found all around Lemnos. The island was divided into a number of commu-

nities belonging to the jurisdiction of villages. Therefore, each village had authority over a spe-

cific region, with clear boundaries, and each plot of land belonged to a specific community, 

which was useful for tax collection. During the 19th century there were taxes called papadika (a 

tax paid to support the priests) and dragatika (a tax paid to support the dragates, the rural 

constables). Later on, and up until 1955-1960, people had to pay taxes for all the animals they 

owned. When an animal was sold, the sellers had to pay a “blood tax” to the community, a part 

of the money they received. A 10% tax called decati had to be paid also for the agricultural 

production, i.e. for the wheat produced (see also section 3.2.2 below) (Papaioannou et al., G.I., 

April 2019). 

 

3.2.2 THE ROLE OF KEHAGHIAS 

Many Lemnians did not own land but only a herd of animals. In Lemnos, most of the pastures 

on mountains are private, so available pastures were extremely limited. Kehaghiades were to 

“invest” all their available labour into mandra-related activities and to conclude a deal with the 

landowners that they would work with a system called missiako, mesokopi, missiariko (half) or 

syntrofiliki (partnership) and offer half of their production (misadia) to their landlords, that is 

to the afentiko (boss) and his kyra (lady) (Konstantellis et al., 2010, N. Psallidas, P.I., April 2019) 

from Panagia to Panagia (from the 15th of August till the 14th of August of next year, the day of 

the Assumption of Virgin Mary). This system was applied to Thessaly's large estates until the 

liberation of the region from the Ottomans (in 1881). The paradox in the case of Lemnos is that 

the same employment relationship survived until the 1950s. Until the 15th century, there are 

reports that the kehaghias was an employee of some status. By the end of the 18th century, 

however, according to the Dictionary of Islamic terms, the term deduced its original significance 

and defines the nomad, the wandering shepherd. Kehaghias’ status in Lemnos, unlike other 

areas of Greece where he was the caretaker, is much closer to the status of a slave (R. Giannelis, 

P.I., April 2019). 

The only paid employment relationship in Lemnos in the 1950s was at the Metropolis farm in a 

region where cotton was cultivated. The Metropolis farm at that time, employed around 400 

workers especially during the summer months. The Metropolis farm was the only large plot of 

land not shared with landowners and functioned as a model agricultural production unit (R. 

Giannelis, A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019).  

Before dividing the production in half, the kehaghias kept seeds for next season, while the boss 

deducted the tax dekati, also called soumbassi that was given originally to the Ottomans, as 

 
20 According to Greek mythology, Ypsipyli was the daughter of Thoantas, the first king of Lemnos.  
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already discussed, and later to the village community. The boss paid half of the cost for the 

fertilisers, whereas in more contemporary times they also undertook the costs for modernising 

the means of production. The boss also determined what kind of crops should be cultivated 

and where. Furthermore, the entire crop from the most fertile field, called paraspori, was of-

fered to the landlords. Paraspori was usually 0.5-1.0 ha and could be sown with cotton, vines 

or contain orchard trees. All the expenses for its cultivation were undertaken by the kehaghias. 

This custom dates at least since the beginning of the 20th century (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). 

The kehaghias’ family had also the responsibility to carry out for free a number of activities, 

called tayini or dietagmena (ordered in Greek) for the afentiko and his kyra, e.g. firewood col-

lection, cooking, carrying water from the spring, weaving, house cleaning, etc. Tayini and 

paraspori had been established in a customary framework, however, they had a mandatory 

character and no kehaghias risked to deny those (Konstantellis et al., 2010). Sometimes, when 

the production was ruined or it was limited the kehaghias could leave his family starving rather 

than having his boss unsatisfied by not delivering the tayini, especially if the latter was a harsh 

person, as he could throw them out from his mandra. These obligations were considered a 

reciprocation in exchange for the use of the mandra buildings, which was a kind of “gift” that 

accompanied the use of the land, offered by the landlord to the kehaghias and his family (D. 

Moschovas, P.I., April 2019). 

On top of the aforementioned responsibilities, the kehaghias ought also to take care of a herd 

of sheep owned by the landlord called siderokefala (pronounced also sderokefala, iron headed 

in Greek). Once their cooperation ended, the kehaghias should give back to the landlord the 

same number of sheep he had initially received, regardless of anything else; this herd was called 

siderokefala to denote that it remained intact.  

Kehaghiades had to own a syrmayia (from the Turkish sermaye), i.e. enough animal capital –

usually, 2 oxen, 2 mules, 1 horse and 2 donkeys, and a herd of sheep or goats– to sustain them-

selves and their families. According to Nikos Parisidis, descendant of a family of big landowners 

of the island, when a kehaghias wanted to start working with a specific landowner, he waited 

until a deal with another kehaghias was about to break and then he expressed his willingness 

to work with him. Then, the landowner used to ask the interested kehaghias about his 

“strengths”, which was basically his syrmayia, the animal capital. From his side, the kehaghias 

asked the landowner about the seeds he intended to give him, e.g. 50 pinakia of barley (1 pin-

akio equalling 15 kilos) (ERT, 1984). When a deal was reached, the kehaghias moved to the 

landowner’s mandra at the start of the new farming year, i.e. 15th of August. This custom was 

preserved until the end of World War II. Then, migration resulted to land abandonment. More 

land became available as the number of people that stayed in Lemnos diminished (Giannelis, 

2015). 

It was customary to move from one mandra to another so as to avoid frictions with the bosses. 

Usually they did so after 4 continuous years at the same mandra. People constantly moved 

from their place of residence in the mandres in different areas of the island, resulting in a loose 

social structure. The kehaghiades left their villages and lived during the entire summer season 

in the mandra with their families. The wives joined their husbands usually in early June. They 

used to employ a tsombaneri or tsopaneri (young shepherd), called also parayos (apprentice) 

who the kehaghias ostentatiously called him gourtzeli (little pig). Tsombaneria came usually 

from a large family, and their guardianship was undertaken for a year by the kehaghias. Chil-

dren (up to 13-14 years old) were selected according to whether they had strong teeth, an 
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index of good nutrition, health and strength. Tsombaneria were employed as shepherds when 

the kehaghias did not have a son to undertake the job. These young shepherds used to be paid 

in kind, i.e. everyday food, a sheep and a set of clothes (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). 

Early each year, discussions with the landowners started, which were concluded in August, 

when kehaghiades started to get ready for potential new negotiations with the landowners. As 

mentioned above, the 14th of August was considered as the end of the farming year. It was the 

time when the kehaghiades estimated their expenses, the produce volume and potential in-

come, the rent for the pastures, the value of the hay and the herd etc. (Liapi, 2011a; 2011b; D. 

Moschovas, R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). When a kehaghias wanted to examine the possibility 

of working with another boss at a different mandra, it was said the he “went and knocked on 

the landowner’s kretseli” (their door knob in the local dialect, which only rich people disposed 

in their houses) and asked if the landowner would have him to work on his lands. The land-

owner then asked him several questions in order to estimate the situation, such as how many 

children and how many animals the kehaghias had and then told him that he would let him 

know of his decision.  

The criteria by which landowners evaluated kehaghiades were honesty, hard work and effi-

ciency. Kehaghiades appreciated the landowners that had moral principles. The mandra was 

the place where the kehaghiades lived all the moments of their lives, but also the place that 

limited them, since their entire life was inevitably linked with their mandra-related obligations. 

The old generation of kehaghiades (who lived until 1990) was the generation of people that 

usually were born and died at the mandres (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019).  

The kehaghiades used to leave their mandres and visit their villages in order to take part in the 

festivities of the Assumption of Virgin Mary on the 15th of August21. Until that day, they were 

considered sarkodemeni (sarka and demeni, that mean “flesh” and “tied” respectively, in 

Greek), they were bound to the mandra (and its owner) and obliged to take care of the animals. 

On the 15th of August, they were considered as free men for a single day; they wore their best 

clothes and used to enter their villages on their best horse (Konstantellis et al., 2010). There, 

they greeted everyone after Mass and in the evening they used to go to the village square, 

where the feast was held, in order to meet their landlords and enjoy the festivities. On the 

same day, the tsombaneria were also dismissed from their duties, which usually lasted a year 

and had some pocket money to spend during the festivities. The next day, the kehaghiades 

returned to the homes where they stayed until the 14th of September (celebration of the Holy 

Cross) before they returned to their mandres.  

The landlords had never really tried to engage themselves into the direct management of their 

lands; however, they often had a continuous presence in the mandra to exercise control. At 

regular intervals and often as part of a weekly schedule, one of kehaghias’ children would go 

to the boss' house and would invite him in his mandra. The boss would then visit early in the 

morning during milking to ensure that the quantity of milk declared by the kehaghias was cor-

rect. Sometimes, he would also pay a visit at the fields during the time of harvest (R. Giannelis, 

P.I., April 2019). A. Lantouris shared a story from the mid-1950s, told by one of his uncles whose 

boss from Myrina used to bring a camp bed with him to rest during the inspection (P.I., April 

 
21 The most popular celebration in Lemnos for the commemoration of the Assumption of Virgin Mary used to take 

place in Kaminia.   
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2019). This kind of oppressive behaviour resulted in the kehaghiades naming their animals after 

the landowner and his wife and to describe them as fat and plump in narratives.  

It was very common for the landowners to look down on kehaghiades and their families. For 

example, a landowner mocked a kehaghias whose window was broken. The kehaghias tried to 

block the cold air temporally with shrubs and when he asked the landlord to replace the win-

dow, the latter suggested replacing the shrubs with rushes. He also mocked him because he 

had supposedly spoiled himself by getting used to sleep on bed sheets, a luxury not suited for 

kehaghiades (!) (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019). 

In their day-to-day life there was virtually no mingling between the kehaghias and the boss, 

due to the distance between them, both geographical and social, which was also evident in 

their attire (kehaghiades wore breeches, bosses wore European clothes). Kehaghiades were 

not allowed to sit in the village café, it was a behaviour frowned upon and that information 

would definitely reach the boss’ ears. As a sign of submission and respect of the kehaghias to 

the boss, during religious festivities the kehaghias had to slaughter an animal (lamb or goat) 

and offer the boss its head (a part of the animal of great symbolic-magical importance) (R. 

Giannelis, P.I., April 2019).  

The landless kehaghiades had no other way to survive but to be actually dependent on the 

landlords; yet, at the same time they were the backbones of the local economy. They formed 

a social class of their own, manifested in their way of life and work, their clothes, their food and 

their houses (Giannelis, 2015). According to Giannelis (P.I., April 2019), although the social set-

ting has drastically changed nowadays, there are still survivals22 and customary behaviours link-

ing the old system of landowners with the modern day kehaghiades through a set of activities 

that resemble the obligatory role of the tayini of the past. 

 

3.3 SPATIAL ORGANISATION OF THE MANDRA SYSTEM 
As described in previous sections, the mandra is a multifunctional area fenced with a drystone 

wall, inside which there is the animal shed, the kehaghias’ hut and the barn; a stone threshing 

floor, a bread oven, a small vegetable garden, an orchard and a small vineyard can also be found 

in some mandres23. On the periphery of the mandra extend the pastures and arable land, cul-

tivated with cereals and legumes to produce food for human consumption and fodder for the 

animals (see Figure 8 – The Mandra System). The dense presence of mandres in Lemnos has 

created a continuous system, allowing humans to establish their presence across the whole 

island. This renders the mandra not only a distinct visual feature of the Lemnian landscape, but 

the core functional element around which the traditional, extensive, agro-pastoral practices of 

the island are being organised (Dimopoulos et. al., 2018). 

The density of the mandres on Lemnos depends on land fertility and topography of each region. 

In less fertile, hilly areas, their density is low; the remote mandras in these areas usually in-

cluded very large natural pastures where animals grazed freely and they were mainly used for 

stockbreeding (A. Kavaleri, P.I., April 2019). In fertile, lowland areas, the density of mandres is 

high and each mandra disposes fewer hectares of land. Members of families managing hilly 

 
22 Survivals are cultural phenomena that outlive the set of conditions under which they developed. 
23 The quality of soil dictated the layout of the fields around the mandra. The orchard, for example, was planted 

near a water source. 
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mandres in the past often sent their children in faraway areas to work as tsombaneria. This 

way, they ensured the child’s food, shoes, a set of clothes (given on 15th of August, on the 

Assumption of Virgin Mary) and a lamb or little cash, which were a great help for the large 

families in those harsh times (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

The mandres that did not include extensive natural pastures cultivated a plot of land called 

tsairia, fields sown with animal fodder for foraging. This practice is still dominant all over Lem-

nos, even though many farmers now manage (own or rent) fairly large areas of natural grass-

lands (see also section 3.4.2). In the past, when a kehaghias had only a few hectares available 

for cultivation, he had to place his family’s needs first; hence, he used these fields for crops for 

domestic consumption and could not sustain a large herd of animals, but only those needed to 

cover some basic needs of their household. These animals usually did not graze freely but were 

detained by ropes.  

An average mandra in the past could sustain 50-80 animals (sheep or goats), 2-3 cows (for 

ploughing, usually for non-hilly fields), chicken, pigs, donkeys, mules and horses (at least a cou-

ple of them). If they used them for the transportation of hay, wood and thorny shrubs (astivies) 

they had to own more (e.g. 3 horses and 2 donkeys) (A. Kavaleri, P.I., April 2019). Horses and 

mules were used to carry orchard fruits within large baskets supported with ropes from their 

saddles. Large baskets like these, but with detachable bottoms, were also used to carry manure 

from the mandres to the fields. The baskets were not unloaded from the animals, farmers shov-

elled the manure into the baskets and when the animals arrived at the fields, they just opened 

the basket bottoms (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

 

 

Photo 14: Cart drivers, who transported goods and people from place to place with their 

horses and mules 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 
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The number of animals per herd has changed drastically since then. In the past, in the village 

of Dafni there were usually approx. 40 herds totalling to 400-500 animals (with some excep-

tions of larger herds in the most mountainous areas where one herd could number up to 300 

animals). Nowadays, the herds of the village are only five and the animals are approx. 1,500; 

that is, fewer stockbreeders own many more animals. On top of that, these herds are difficult 

to sustain, since, especially new, imported breeds are high-maintenance, they need more food, 

as opposed to local breeds that have fewer needs (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

Since herds were smaller and closely attended in the past, there was no need for pasture fenc-

ing. This changed towards the end of the 1960s when the emigration peaked and there were 

not enough people left to look after the herds.  

In the area of Fakos, mandres did not dispose a roofed area for the herd. There was the building 

where the kehaghias slept, the barn where animal fodder was stored, and a barn for the horses 

and the oxen. The animals spent the night in drystone fenced areas, were milked in the morning 

and grazed under supervision (N. Psallidas, P. Pinakos, P.I., April 2019).   

It has to be mentioned, though, that those who disposed a mandra in a hilly and remote area, 

where weather conditions were harsh, sometimes had another one, the winter mandra. The 

summer mandra was the one up on the mountains and had barns, storage rooms for animal 

fodder and threshing floor, and the winter one, was situated at low altitude areas closer to the 

sea, protected from northern winds. At the winter mandra they cultivated crops that were not 

thriving at the highlands, such as fruit orchards, legumes and vegetables, which they stored for 

the rest of the year and call them koubania (Papaioannou et al, G.I., April 2019).  

Mandres had wells and springs for their water needs. Herds were watered in streams. Especially 

hilly mandres were built close to springs, and it was not uncommon for 3 or 4 mandres to be 

located near each other and share access to a spring, which in the past welled all year round 

(A. Kavaleri, P.I., April 2019).   
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3.4 LIFE IN THE MANDRA 

3.4.1 DIVISION OF LABOUR AND DAILY TASKS 

Lemnian farmers of the period 1800-1950 bore the characteristics of Byzantine farmers, their 

lives a constant struggle with nature and land to make ends meet. Proper organisation of time 

was necessary; however, time in pre-industrial and rural communities was subjective and rela-

tive to farming demands, contrary to the organisation of time in urban areas, which was estab-

lished in Europe since the 18th century. Even after the mid-19th century, most of the time during 

the day was devoted to farming and stock-breeding activities and in the summer time it was 

common for the entire kehaghias family to stay permanently at the mandra. The annual work 

cycle was dictating a specific timetable that concerned all family members. Household econ-

omy involved both the husband and his wife, each having different duties and tasks. Children 

assisted their parents in the fields; however, younger children were allowed to play and do very 

light chores. Women were responsible for everyday tasks and for taking care of the family and 

the workers (Bakalis, 2007). It was rather common for the wives to make cheese while the 

husbands were in the fields. Men did the milking early in the morning and again after they 

returned from the fields and they were also responsible for taking the cheese to the merchants 

(A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019).   

During planting periods, the first thing in the morning list of the kehaghias was the cleaning of 

the stables. Then, he loaded the seeds on the horse or mule and went to the fields. Planting 

was not an easy task but a painstaking and time-consuming process. During ploughing periods, 

the kehaghiades woke up at 2 a.m. to feed the oxen and fed them once more before dawn. 

Before they left for the fields, they also had to milk the herd. Then, a son of the kehaghias or 

the tsombaneri took the herd to the pastures. The tsombaneri had to be constantly with the 

herd and make sure that the animals do not graze in fields that did not belong to their property. 

Before dusk, the herd had to be gathered in the mandra premises (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019).  

In the summertime, horses and mules were used to carry all of kehaghias family’s belongings 

to and from the mandres. These included mattresses, blankets, clothes and anything else they 

estimated necessary to accommodate all the workers who would assist them during the har-

vest season. These workers, both men and women, were paid on a daily basis. They started 

work with the first light and stopped when the sun set. When they returned at the mandra for 

their evening meal and rest, they were extremely tired and cooked simple meals. On their way 

to the mandra, if they encountered a stream, they washed themselves after a hard day of work. 

If not, they used the horses and mules to carry water to the mandra and used jugs to wash 

themselves, using as little water as possible. Shepherds slept outside the mandra premises, 

under the sky, and used shrubs to build makeshift beds (called strosis) next to the herd, so as 

to guard the animals (Bakalis, 2007). They ironed their clothes only on special occasions, such 

as feasts. They washed their clothes by the wells, they put a cauldron on two stones, lit a fire 

underneath and washed the clothes with warm water (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019).   

People helped each other in their farms when needed, something especially common among 

relatives. Moreover, the assistance of neighbours and friends who had some spare time and 

wanted to give a hand was common practice. It was called yardim, a Turkish term for help. 

People used to help their neighbours when work was labour-intensive, such as cereal harvest-

ing. They dedicated their available time after the morning milking and before they had to tend 

their herd again in the afternoon and worked side by side harvesting wheat. When one field 
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was finished, they moved to the next one. There is a saying in Lemnos about the importance of 

good neighbours “a bad year will come and go; bad neighbours never do”. Another common 

habit in the framework of cooperation was the exchange of seeds (D. Moschovas, R. Giannelis, 

N. Psallidas, P.I., April 2019). Yardim is practiced even today and people receive help from their 

social network, especially when something ominous happens. When the entire herd of a ke-

haghias perished recently from an infectious disease, his friends gave him some of their animals 

and in less than one year he had his own herd again (N. Psallidas, P.I., April 2019). 

Further, people gave several of the agricultural products they produced to their neighbours. 

For example, when someone was passing with his animal by a vineyard where its owners were 

picking grapes, they heartily gave him grapes and he accepted them by saying “May God forgive 

the souls of your dead” (Papaioannou et al, G.I., April 2019).  

Despite hard work and life adversities in the past, people tried to enjoy themselves as much as 

possible. Social gatherings of neighbours and friends in the mandres were very common and 

could last for two days, a practice that has survived also in our days (N. Psallidas, P.I., April 

2019). 

At the mandres, relations mirrored the social and cultural reality of the locals, with which they 

maintained a two-way (village-countryside) relationship. That is, the space was organised in the 

same way, responding to the agricultural and animal husbandry needs of the local farmers 

(Gianellis, 2015). 

Apparently, the mandra system supported two households, i.e. that of the landlord and the 

other of kehaghias. Such a traditional management system considered the land as a living or-

ganism using ecological practices for its cultivation and conservation. Undeniably, a complex 

system of traditional ecological knowledge was used. In brief, Lemnos’ insular landscapes are 

the product of this particular farming system –the mandra system– that has developed in re-

sponse to the island’s unique physical conditions and social influences (Altieri 1999; Giannelis, 

2015; 2018). This system started to collapse gradually after the 1950s when many kehaghiades 

left their mandres and emigrated, leaving behind a life full of hardship and oppression. This 

became easier when in 1955 an emigration company called DEME arrived in Lemnos, which 

undertook the responsibility to make all arrangements for people that wished to emigrate with-

out requesting immediate payment for its services. They got paid after the emigrates found a 

job abroad and were able to pay their debt. This was a huge blow for the island because many 

villages were nearly depopulated (such as Tsimandria, Sardes, Kaspakas, Kontias), their inhab-

itants leaving for Australia, Canada, S. Africa and the USA. People used to say that “the seas 

opened” and wished to their loved ones “my boy, farewell and may I see a picture of yours 

wearing golden chains hung on the wall”, meaning that they wished them to go abroad and 

prosper, the golden chain of a golden watch symbolising success. Some people chose to send 

their children away to get educated and they never came back (Papaioannou et al, P.I. April 

2019). 

 

3.4.2 THE CYCLE OF PRACTICES IN THE MANDRA AROUND THE YEAR  

Life at the mandra largely depended on two mandatory factors, ensuring enough food for the 

kehaghias and his family, and taking care of the land and the cattle. As such, specific activities 

had to be performed at certain periods of time (see Figure 9). This life cycle was repeated for 
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centuries. Nothing was left to chance. An ever-present sense of spiritual reality and divinity 

could be observed as they asked for God’s help before starting any of their everyday activities. 

Everything was organised according to the religious calendar, and –based on the season– peo-

ple’s prayers for divine interference changed accordingly. There are patron saints responsible 

for planting, harvesting, etc. In a sense, the customs associated with rural life have not changed 

dramatically for centuries now. These customs are dating back to ancient times, only to be later 

adopted by the Christian (or other) religion.  

 

WINTER 

When the weather started to cool, the kehaghiades longed for the warmth of their own home. 

However, even during winter, they spent most of their day time at the mandra, particularly in 

the western and more remote areas of Lemnos, such as Vigla. In some cases, there was a rudi-

mentary but seasonal migration of kehaghiades, from the mandres commonly found on a 

mountain, to the lowlands after summer, especially common among those that had extremely 

remote and hilly mandres (R. Giannelis, P.I. April 2019). 

St. Modestos (celebrated on the 6th of December) was the patron saint of the kehaghiades and 

their herds. They loved the Saint deeply and kept his image-icon in their houses. They used to 

take the icon every so often to the church and left it at the sanctuary to be blessed by the priest 

during liturgy and then re-set it in the iconostasis of their house. As a patron saint, the kehagh-

iades prayed for his help every time an animal was ill, or during a difficult labour. On the eve of 

St. Modestos’ day, the wives of the kehaghiades made an offering made of wheat, sugar, nuts 

and dried fruit –the so-called kolyva– to be blessed during Vespers and they exchanged wishes 

for the well-being of their herds. Then, they mixed the kolyva with the animal fodder so as St. 

Modestos would keep them safe and strong (Liapi, 2011a). It was believed that on that day 

only, animals could speak to each other with a human voice and as such they should be left 

alone; otherwise, those who would try and listen to what they were talking about, were running 

the risk of getting deaf (Konstantellis 2010, Liapi, 2011a). 

The day after Christmas was dedicated to the ceremonial slaughtering of the pig, which was 

usually bought in the spring (Liapi, 2016b). If the crop yields were good, the kehaghiades used 

to buy a pair of pigs. The men who performed the “ritual” were grouped in teams (friends or 

family members), as it was not a task that could be carried out by one only person. The animal 

was killed and skinned. Then, its intestines were removed. The pig’s nozzle was offered by the 

kehaghias to someone he wanted to tease, usually a quick-tempered colleague and/or friend. 

The next step of the process was that of haruspication, i.e. an act of foretelling by inspecting 

the pig’s entrails and more specifically the spleen, the heart, the bile and its fat depositions. 

They used to believe that if the pig’s spleen was narrow, then the coldest part of winter was 

over. In addition, if there was a pregnant woman in the house, they inspected the pig’s belly in 

order to predict if the baby was a boy or a girl. A part of the pig’s skin was hanged on a tall tree 

next to the house, believed to act as a lightning conductor and it usually stayed there for a year. 

Then, the pig was cut in pieces; some pieces were preserved in salt, others were seared to 

produce the so-called kavourmas, while some parts were either used to produce sausages or 

were boiled with salt, lemon, garlic, bay leaves or other aromatic herbs and were preserved in 

the animal’s fat (ligda). Ligda was used instead of butter in cooking and baking (cakes, tradi-

tional sweets kourampiedes, etc.). Ligda was also used to grease all leather items of the house 

(including the shoes).  
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The sheep gave birth in November and early December, and the goats followed in January and 

February (Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). During that time, the kehaghias spent a lot of his time at 

the mandra, to be close to the animals that could need his assistance. In the cold nights of 

winter, the animals were kept inside the mandra during the night to keep them warm. But 

when spring approached, the kehaghias waited for a sign that the weather was getting good 

enough to leave the herd spend the night outside. The right time for this was when the leaves 

of the fig tree reached the size of the duck’s foot. (Konstantellis, 2010). 

In February, the tomato seeds had to be planted on the name day of St. Haralambos (10th of 

February), otherwise there was a risk of crop failure (Giannelis, 2015). 

 

SPRING 

Spring rural work, called argasses (paraphrasing the word ergasia, work in Greek, denoting that 

these activities were labour-intensive), were the cultivation of legumes –such as beans (which 

need to be ploughed 3 times), chickpeas, fava beans, split beans, vetch, lupine– cotton, anise, 

caraway, sunflower, corn, etc. Orchards were planted on the 9th of March, the day of Aghioi 

Saranta, because according to a local saying “everything that is planted on this day, will grow” 

(Giannelis, 2015). At the end of March, people gradually started visiting the mandres in prepa-

ration of the summer ploughings, milking and cheese making. It was during spring that the third 

ploughing took place, the first one taking place right after the cereal harvest in July-August and 

the second one after the first rains (A. Kavaleri, P.I. and R. Giannelis, April 2019). St. George’s 

celebration (23rd of April) is another landmark; it is the starting date of the cheese-making pe-

riod. From April to June, the animals are milked twice a day, and it is during that period when 

the traditional kalathaki cheese is made.  

On May Day a feast, with its roots in antiquity, is taking place as a celebration for the regener-

ation of nature. On that day, people visit the countryside and make wreaths or bouquets of 

flowers, with which they decorate their front doors, symbols of nature’s fertility. These wreaths 

are ceremoniously burnt in open fires on the eve of St. John’s day on the 24th of June. Lemnians 

always included wheat in that wreath, to ensure good yields, as well as garlic, to avert bad 

energy (“the evil eye”) (Konstantellis et al., 2010).  

By May 9, the cotton, which was harvested in September through October, should have been 

sown (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). Sheep shearing was done in May shortly before the feast 

of St. Constantine (21st of May). Such an activity was performed not only to collect wool –a 

valuable product for rural societies– but also for animal hygiene reasons, to allow animals to 

endure the summer heat. Part of the wool that was collected was kept to cover the household 

needs for textiles, and the rest was handed to the merchants. At the end of May sesame and 

beans were planted.  
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Photo 15: Sheep shearing 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

SUMMER 

In June and July, when the milk is fattier, the melipasto cheese is produced. In July, the animals 

are milked only once per day. As days go by, milking is done every one or two days until animals 

stop producing milk (Giannelils, 2015). Summer was the time when the fields were shovelled.  

The harvesting of cereals was the main summer activity, carried out by groups of workers. They 

worked from dawn to dusk, with a break for snack at approximately 10.00am and a lunch break 

at noon, all prepared by the kehaghias’ wife. Sheafs remained in the field until all fields were 

harvested and then they were carried to the threshing floors by animals. Once the seeds were 

separated from the hay, hay was stored at the mandres. As soon as harvest was over, farmers 

let animals enter the fields and feed on the remaining hay, a practice called grazing in the kala-

mia (that is, stubble) which is widespread even today (A. Kavaleri, P.I., April 2019). 

After the grazing of the stubble, it was time for the first ploughing, an opportunity for the soil 

to benefit from the energising power of the sun, which replenished its nutrients (R. Giannelis, 

P.I., April 2019). 

July and August was the time when the sheep mated. Being more sensitive to cold weather and 

hardships than the goats, mating at this time of year allowed for births to take place before the 

weather became too harsh for the newborn sheep, at the end of November and December. 

Summertime was not an easy period for the kehaghiades. On top of cereals harvest, they also 

had to harvest oregano and figs, to pick up the almonds, wash the flocks and the cheese in the 

sea, and to pick the grapes (Liapi, 2011a).  
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AUTUMN 

In autumn, the very hard work of summer time came to an end and there was some time for 

rest and social happenings such as weddings and christenings, before the planting season (Kon-

stantellis et al., 2010). However, there were plenty of chores that occupied the time of Lemni-

ans in autumn, as well. These included washing the sheep wool and making it into yarn to knit 

socks and jerseys, cleaning the manure from the stables and transferring them to the fields to 

be used as fertilizer, mending walls, making ropes from goat hair, gathering rushes and shrubs 

(astivies, used instead of wood for heat, for baking bread in the stone ovens, as well as making 

bricks and tiles) (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019). 

People continued to pick up grapes the first half of September. Apart from the vineyard’s own-

ers and their family, relatives and friends also participated in the harvest. They used special 

knives, slightly curved and toothed, called svanathes, baskets and caskets loaded on donkeys. 

While they started work at dawn and finished at dusk, it was work well enjoyed by all. Workers 

were paid in kind, i.e. a basket full of grapes. The baskets were loaded on animals and were 

carried to the mandres. There, the grapes were placed in wooden barrels cut in half –called 

patitiria and were crushed by foot-stomping. Kids were, occasionally, allowed to participate in 

this process. Must and grape marc were emptied in large jars and left there for 2-4 days. Then, 

the must was separated from the marc with pots, was sieved and put in the barrels without 

their lids on for 40 days, in order to allow the wine to ferment. Then, the barrels were tightly 

sealed. The must was the basic ingredient for several beverages and food recipes. The grape 

marc was transferred to lakaria, small local distilleries where they made raki (Kontellis, 1998). 

On the celebration day of the Holy Cross (14th of September), the smaller stock-breeders took 

the female goats of their herd at the premises of the larger stock-breeders to mate. Goats being 

less sensitive than sheep, they can survive the hardships of January and February weather. The 

larger stock-breeders, as a good gesture and a mean to eliminate potential frictions, allowed 

the female animals of smaller stock-breeders to feed on their lands, in a practice of sharing 

resources for better livestock management. (Kontellis, 1998).  

While ploughing was done with the first rains, planting took place in October. If it was not a 

particularly rainy season, planting could even begin in December. Ideally, when the weather 

conditions were considered perfect, the planting process was half-way through by the 21st of 

November. That is the day of the Presentation of Virgin Mary, otherwise called Messosporitissa, 

meaning in the middle of the planting process. During planting, the kehaghias spread the seeds 

in a uniform manner on the field, which he kept in a bag that hanged around his neck, called 

sporosaki (i.e. seed bag). They accepted the fact that animals would feed from the seeds so 

they addressed birds and crawling animals by saying “you may have some for yourself, but leave 

some for me, too” (Kontellis, 1998).  

The kehaghiades ploughed and planted the tsairia (the fields upon which the animals grazed), 

when the second rain of the season fell, and fertilised them with manure from the mandra. 

They used to plant oat in tsairia, which has the capacity to grow again with frequent rains. As 

soon as the cereals grew, the animals could graze on them. They did not let them graze the 

plants to the ground, but relocated them in another field, until the first field sprouted again. 

Additionally, kehaghiades let the animals feed on tsairia when they were close to giving birth, 

therefore moving with difficulty, not able to walk long distances in the mountain (A. Kavaleri 

and R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). Cereals were sown until the end of November.  
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Many of these traditional agricultural practices are still practiced on Lemnos, although in a dif-

ferent context than in the past, as a result of modernisation and intensification of the farming 

sector in the past decades. 

 

Figure 9: The annual cycle of mandra practices 

 

3.5 CULTIVATIONS AND TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

Historically, the various cultivations in Lemnos consisted of annual and perennial species. The 

annuals included grains and beans whose alternate cultivation resulted in continuous fertilisa-

tion of the fields with nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium in addition to producing foods rich 

in starch and proteins (Karantonis, 2018; T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). Lemnians also used to 

grow mostly wheat, barley in lesser quantities, oats, and a field was definitely sown with vetch, 

an energy plant with which people used to feed oxen to ensure they had enough energy for 

ploughing (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019).  

Vetch was planted in the fields with little soil. It grew among wild greens and thorny plants 

(called antralides) and its harvest was a painstaking job. It had to happen early in the morning, 

before 10am, otherwise the bud of the plant opened and the seeds scattered on the ground. It 

was gathered with the roots up, made into sheafs, transferred to the threshing floor and then 

the seeds were treated in the hand mill and given in small quantities to the animals that did the 

ploughing, to get more strength (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

Other cultivations included corn, cotton, sesame, afkos (yellow split peas), orchard plants and 

chickling vetch (lathouri or lafyri, a variety similar to afkos). Various plants, such as sesame, 

beans, melons, watermelons and sunflower seeds were sown in one only field. In a time when 

fertilizers didn’t exist, this was a practice that was also used with cereals, such as barley and 

oats, making the plants to compete one another (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

Perennial farming included trees, vineyards, almond, fig, carob, etc. and apiculture was very 

common. Up until the 1950s, Lemnos was famous for the cultivation and production of cotton, 
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particularly popular in Egypt, introduced by Lemnian emigrants of Egypt in the 19th century, 

and was characterised by its bright white colour (Karantonis, 2018). 

Tree cultivation was scarce in Lemnos. The almond trees that existed were in most cases owned 

by the large landowners. There were exceptions such as some fruit trees such as mirabelles, 

tzanera in the local dialect. Fig trees were not planted but could be found in the plains. They 

were not used as fields borders as in other areas in Greece. They were not privately owned and 

anyone could pick figs. It did not make sense to have a fig tree in one’s field because it took up 

a lot of space. 

The absence of olive trees cultivation is probably due to the predominantly livestock character 

of the island. However, people sometimes harvested wild olives, boiled them to lose their bitter 

taste and then kept them in jars and ate them during winter (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019).  

Cultivations in the 20th century were the same with those of the 19th century, however some 

of them were intensified and others declined. Afkos, wheat and cowpea covered, apart from 

local demand, the needs of Istanbul, Attica and several large islands such as Chios, Lesvos and 

Crete. Right before World War II, cereals and especially legumes supported enormously the 

networks between the islands of Lesvos, Samothraki and Lemnos. Lemnians sent beans in Myt-

ilene (Lesvos) in exchange for olive oil, as well as in Samothraki in exchange for pears and coal 

(R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019).   

Since the early 1970s, farmers have turned to improved and more efficient varieties, and after 

Greece joined the EU, production focused exclusively on products included in the subsidy pro-

grammes. Hence, local varieties of cereals and pulses were cultivated on a very small scale or 

abandoned altogether, some of them becoming nearly extinct, such as sesame, aspromytiko 

beans, certain tomato varieties and corn (Salamousas, 2019). Other reasons for the abandon-

ment of local varieties is the need for the production of aesthetically more pleasing crops (such 

as the tomato), failing to appreciate the true value of local varieties, and the maximisation of 

profits when using more efficient seed varieties. Some of the seeds that are now considered 

extinct is a local variety of pink-beige cotton called kokkinovamvako (red cotton), as well as the 

local cardamom.  

Practices such as fallow land and crop rotation are still used today, however they are not as 

common as they were in the past, when people for example alternated the cultivation of hilly 

and lowland fields (for 3-4 years in each location). Now, only the fields with easy access are 

cultivated and hilly fields are mostly abandoned, turning into rough grazing lands. Other mod-

ern methods have replaced some of the work that was done manually in the past, such as linear 

planting, and hoeing (A. Kavaleri, P. Pinakos, P.I., April 2019). 

Industrial fertilizers, such as ammonia from the USA were introduced in the interwar years in 

an attempt to make production more profitable. After the end of World War II, mechanised 

agriculture was also introduced in Lemnos, tractors and threshing machines being the most 

popular equipment (Bakalis, 2007). The first tractors arrived on the island at the end of 1950s 

- early 1960s and soon afterwards the threshing machines followed. Because of their massive 

volume and the lack of a proper road infrastructure, threshing machines did not reach moun-

tainous villages until the 1980s and people harvested cereals manually until then. Threshing 

machines were set centrally in the villages and all farmers would carry there the haystacks with 

their animals, which, back then, could be found in abundance in the countryside (A. Kavaleri, 

P.I., April 2019). 
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During the first years of its operation, mechanized agriculture equipment costs were rather 

high, hence only after 1974 people started using tractors and threshing machines broadly. 

Then, gradually, hilly lands that were cultivated continuously for centuries started to be aban-

doned (N. Psallidas, P.I., April 2019).  

After the introduction of industrially standardised products, Lemnos exported barley, wheat, 

cotton, beans, corn, sesame, grapes, almonds and afkos. Vegetables and legumes, especially in 

the post-war era, were not cultivated in large quantities. They were primarily used for local 

consumption and only small quantities were exported from Lemnos (Bakalis, 2007). 

After the 1980’s, subsidies from the EU played a pivotal role on the structure of agricultural 

production in Lemnos. These led to monoculture and abandonment of traditional crops that 

sustained Lemnians for hundreds of years. Large fields planted with wheat and barley, both 

crops receiving subsidies, were easier to cultivate and demanded less labour than the cultiva-

tion of all the large product variety of the past, which was necessary for the survival of the local 

population (D. Moschovas P.I., 2019)24.  

The past years have seen a renewed interest in cultivation of several traditional crops, based 

on the use of local seeds. In the framework of Terra Lemnia, project partners Anemoessa and 

Agricultural University of Athens, are actively supporting these efforts, working to inscribe Lem-

nian crop landraces (such as barley, afkos, lafyri, sesame, anise, and others) in the National 

Register of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 

 

3.5.1 CULTIVATIONS OF THE PAST 

TOBACCO 

Tobacco was cultivated in Lemnos since the 19th century and it was abruptly stopped in the 

1930s, due to the Great Depression. Its cultivation was controlled by the Greek State and fol-

lowing the liberalisation of the market, many tensions were caused between tobacco produc-

ers and merchants who were mainly based in Myrina. Many refugees from Asia Minor were 

involved in its cultivation. The tobacco production was very dynamic and reached 900 tons in 

1924. Tobacco fields were mostly found in Moudros, Myrina, Portianou, Kodias and Atsiki. In 

1931 tobacco cultivation was banned probably because of political reasons, related to the dis-

tribution of tobacco crops around Greece (Bakalis, 2007). After the ban, some families contin-

ued to grow tobacco for their own consumption in small quantities, in secrecy and in remote 

areas, as police officers and rural constables were looking for those defying the law (A. Lan-

touris, P.I., April 2019). 

 

COTTON 

In the 1950s and 1960s, Lemnos was famous for the cultivation and production of cotton, which 

enjoyed a worldwide reputation for its quality and was exported far and wide across Greece 

and abroad. In the following decades, cotton cultivation gradually diminished until the early 

 
24 A similar trend has characterised livestock breeding, with local breeds having been gradually replaced by more 

productive animals, initially from Lesvos (1960s), then from Chios (1980s) and, more recently, from abroad, 
mostly France. However, although less productive, local breeds are more resilient. According to K. Banavos (P.I., 
April 2019) many people have regretted replacing local breeds with foreign ones, as the latter are very sensitive, 
they often get sick and they are not well adapted to the local conditions. Some kehaghiades have lost entire 
herds. 
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1980s when it ceased to exist, mainly due to migration and some –inadequately treated– cot-

ton diseases. 

Cotton cultivation, influenced Lemnos’ agricultural sector and marked the island’s history dur-

ing the 20th century. It is said that a priest was exiled to a place where cotton was cultivated 

and when he came back to Lemnos, he brought seeds with him. Cotton cultivation began soon 

after tobacco cultivation was banned on the island, around 1938-1939. Its quality was superb 

and cotton came to be the treasure of Lemnos, thriving in less privileged and non-irrigated 

fields. It was a farming activity that kept farmers occupied all year round. During spring, farmers 

started preparing the fields before cotton seeds were planted, usually in May, before the cele-

bration of St. Constantine (21st of May). The soil should be dry and soft (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 

2019). They ploughed twice with a plow made entirely of iron. It reached deeply into the 

ground, and turned the soil over for the sun to make it more fertile and softer. The final plough 

was made by a wooden plow, its nose covered with iron, to easily penetrate the fields (Bakalis, 

2007). Cotton seeds had to be planted very densely and to be put into the ground by hand, one 

by one. When the plants did not grow, farmers watered them. Cotton harvest could start in 

August and could last until December, depending when the cotton bud, called also stroumba 

or karydi (walnut), would open. Most cotton plantations were harvested by September-Octo-

ber. Nowadays, chemicals that help the plant shed their leaves are used, in the past though, 

farmers waited for the leaves to drop on their own. When the plants were overly watered and 

the bud was very large, or when the plants were not watered at all, harvest could take place as 

late as December, especially in fields called bayiria (from the Turkish word bayir: fallow, uncul-

tivated land).    

After harvest, cotton was taken to the ginning plant in Myrina, where they were made into 

parcels and shipped outside Lemnos. The ginning unit was managed by a cooperative. All co-

operatives were organised into a union until recently when the union was abolished. (A. Lan-

touris, P.I., April 2019).  

During the interwar period, even though it was not as popular as cereal crops, cotton cultiva-

tion was very popular especially around the plain villages of central and east Lemnos. In the 

post-war period, Marshal Aid funds were invested for the construction of a large ginning plant, 

as cotton cultivation on the island grew larger. A local newspaper often published comments 

such as “dollar rainfalls” or “pounds rainfall”.   

As conditions and the means used in cotton cultivation were improved, irrigation infrastruc-

tures were developed (wells, pumping stations). Although cotton grew in almost all fields, irri-

gated ones were much more productive. Non irrigated fields produced approximately 32 ki-

los/0.1 ha and the irrigated fields around 180 kilos/0.1 ha Fields were watered every 8-15 days 

(A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019). Cotton cultivation was also supported by the government by 

providing cheap petrol for the machinery used. By 1955, profits from cotton surpassed those 

of cereals and stockbreeding.  

Towards the end of the 1950s, cotton cultivation collapsed, due to a worm (pink bollworm, 

Platyedra gossypiella) that plagued the fields, especially those that were irrigated. It was be-

lieved that the pink worm had infected cotton seeds that were imported from the USA as a 

means of unhealthy competition. At the same time, cotton prices dropped and the cultivation 

costs increased, which made cotton cultivation no longer sustainable. During the period that 

the cotton cultivation thrived, the locals used to refer to their island as “little Canada” due to 
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the prosperity they enjoyed and almost the entire population were involved –directly or indi-

rectly– with cotton cultivation. After its collapse, living standards dropped heavily and young 

people left Lemnos, seeking for a better life abroad (Bakalis, 2007). 

 

SESAME 

Sesame was considered an efficient and very profitable cultivation. Even though it was a pains-

taking activity, sesame could be stored for long periods of time. It was one of the spring culti-

vations, the argasses and was planted before the summer crops. The fields had to be ploughed 

until April and then the sesame seeds were planted. Once planted, rain could be devastating, 

as it created a crust on the soil surface that the seeds could not penetrate. After the seeds 

grew, rain was very beneficial.   

 

Photo 16: Sesame in a traditional mandra 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

The time of harvest arrived once the pod was mature and there was no flower anymore (de-

pending on the weather). They made small bundles that were tied with bulrushes, which had 

to dry for about 10 days, during which it should not rain. Then, they were shaken and the ses-

ame seeds were collected. To remove the impurities, they winnowed it (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 

2019). Sesame oil mills could be found in many villages (P. Pinakos, P.I., April 2019). 

Instead of using the expensive olive oil, imported from Mt. Athos, Imvros and Thassos, sesame 

was cultivated and its products (tahini and sesame oil) were widely used in Lemnos’ kitchens 

(Konstantinellis, 2010). Sesame and its products were also exported to Piraeus, Athens and 

Thessaloniki. After it was treated, the remaining by-product from the sesame skins, was used 

as animal fodder.  

Sesame was precious and was offered as an in-kind compensation for human labour. Its culti-

vation declined in the post-war years when the Greek State started importing cheap sesame 

from Sudan and its marketability plummeted (Bakalis, 2007). Many farmers were still cultivating 

sesame until the early 1980s (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019) but gradually most crops got aban-

doned at that time, in favour of less labour-intensive crops. Sesame cultivation still survives 

largely unchanged on Lemnos due to the efforts of a handful of farmers. Terra Lemnia partners 
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are supporting these efforts, preparing the necessary documentation for inscription of Lemnian 

sesame in the National Register of crop landraces. 

 
Photo 17: Millers, who produced tahini that was then converted to sesame oil 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

3.5.2 CONTEMPORARY CULTIVATIONS 

CEREALS 

The cultivation of wheat and other cereals were among the earliest crops in Lemnos and fun-

damental for all families, bread being a staple food, and a commodity that could not be found 

in stores in the past. Many elders still remember the names of the durum wheat (Triticum 

turgidun var. durum) landraces and cultivars (which are improved varieties introduced in the 

island) such as Skolopetra, Capelli and Lemnos. Lemnos, often confused as a landrace, is an 

improved cultivar that resulted with the selection of best performing genotypes from the land-

race Asprostaro Romanou. According to the interviewees, Mavragani was a landrace and has 

black awns (Bebeli et al., 2018).  It was re-introduced a few years back after limited quantities 

of the seeds were found stored in one of the Mt Athos monasteries and now it is being culti-

vated again. The Mavragani flour makes a very special, tasty bread, now sold in bakeries in 

Lemnos (Peliti, 2012). The barley (Hordeum vulgare) landrace Krithari Panagias is still cultivated 

by the kehagiades, probably because of its adaptation to the climate of Lemnos and to the 

foraging tolerance. Oats (Avena sativa) landraces are usually cultivated in a mixture with barley 

(Bebeli et al., 2018). 

Barley and oats were very important as animal feed. Some people planted larger quantities and 

sold the excess wheat or flour, while some others just cultivated the quantities needed for their 

family needs. All women made bread, although not all households disposed ovens. 
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Most cereals had to be planted by the end of November, after the fields were ploughed twice. 

There was a wheat variety called diminitis (meaning two months) that was planted later, as it 

grew faster. They used this wheat variety to make groats and grits. Sadly, people stopped cul-

tivating it, so the seed was eventually lost (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019). 

The harvesting of cereals used to start at dawn. The women were wearing scarves around their 

heads gathering their hair, and white larger scarves (bouhtsades) over them as well as over the 

end of their cuffs to protect their heads and hands from the intense sun. At the end of their 

left-hand fingers, they wore a wooden semi-circled object called palamaria, which helped them 

gather more ears in one move, while they cut them with iron sickles, the so-called cossies. The 

paths created by the cut ears were called dromia. Following these paths, the kehaghias or 

skilled workers made sheafs. At approximately 10.00am they had a break for a snack – that is, 

some bread, olives, sardines, tomatoes and cheese. At noon, the kehaghias’ wife brought lunch 

for the whole team of workers.  

 

Photo 18: Harvesting by hand 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

Sheafs remained in the field until all fields were harvested. Then, animals were used to carry 

the sheafs to the threshing floors, which were covered with smooth, wide and thin rocks called 

atzouras, and were located near the mandra. The kehaghiades placed them in a way that sheafs 

created conical structures, the part of the plants bearing the seeds close to the ground to pro-

tect them from potential rain and birds. When all sheafs were carried to the threshing floors, 

threshing begun.  
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Photo 19: A threshing floor 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

There were both private and public threshing floors (R. Giannelis, T. Dinenis, P.I. April 2019). 

Threshing was done with the help of animals that pulled the dekani, a wooden plank with stones 

underneath, which cut the haystacks, and separated the grains (K. Banavos, P.I., April 2019). 

They used to have a child stand of top of the decani, his weight making the job easier.  

Using hay forks, farmers threw sheafs on the threshing floor and spread them around. Once 

the threshing floor became full, three or four donkeys or horses, tied together with rope, were 

driven into the threshing floor, led by the kehaghias. They run in the threshing floor until the 

ears were well grinded. Then, they replaced donkeys or horses with oxen, which pulled the 

dekani in rounds while the child or kehaghias stood on top of it to steer the animals.   

Once this was over, all family members helped gather hay and seeds in the middle of the thresh-

ing floor with frokala –i.e. brooms made by blooming bulrush and winnowing tools– creating 

an oblong pile called lamni. On a windy day, workers pushed winnowing tools deep inside the 

piles and threw as high as possible hay and seeds. The seeds being heavier landed in the lamni, 

while the hay being lighter landed a bit further, in separate heaps. The seeds were put in large 

sieves called dermones, to clean them from small pieces of wood and stones and they were 

then placed in sacks and carried to storage rooms. Hay was gathered in very large, decorated 

white weaved sacks called sakouleves, which were stored at the mandres. Hay, mixed with bar-

ley, was the animal fodder for the winter months and was stored in the aheroni, the barn. They 

did their best to reduce the volume of hay in the aheroni, using force. Then, they created a 

large hole in its middle, where they stored the wheat, which was kept in excellent condition, 

for the entire winter as the mice could not reach it (it was difficult to find their way through the 

hay) (Kontellis, 1998, T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

 

VITICULTURE 

Viticulture records date back to the 19th century, when its production was intended for domes-

tic use only. This continued in the 20th century and vineyards could be found all over Lemnos. 
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The island’s soil was suitable for their cultivation. Yields were rather satisfactory and the grapes 

quality was excellent without any use of fertilisers or plant growth regulators. Viticulture was 

well known to the newly arrived immigrants from Reisdere, and Smyrna in Asia Minor in the 

interwar years, who used their knowledge to augment production and to lead to its commer-

cialisation. The best-known variety today is the Muscat of Alexandria (Moschato) –also known 

as Moscatel Gordo or Moscatel de Malaga– introduced to Lemnos at the end of the 19th century 

most probably recommended by the Lemnians emigrants of Egypt because of its quality and 

crop yields. Before the introduction of Muscat of Alexandria, the dominant variety was a red 

one, called Lemnio or kalambaki, still cultivated on a commercial scale on Lemnos today, alt-

hough in significantly lower quantities than in the past. Lemnian wine and especially moschato 

is now well-established and famous throughout the country and can be considered a trademark 

product of the island. Wine can be considered as a model product of Lemnos, setting the bench-

mark for many other traditional local products that fall in the scope of the Terra Lemnia project.   

 

AFKOS (LATHYRUS OCHRUS) AND LAFYRI/LATHOURI (LATHYRUS SATIVUS) 

Afkos and Lafyri are two local seed varieties of the most common yellow split peas (Pisum sa-

tivum) with unique taste and properties. They are members of the vetches family, leguminous 

plants grown mainly in the spring months (Bebeli et al., 2018). They are predominantly dry 

crops, and along the white-nosed beans (Vigna unguiculata), are the main and most organic 

legume cultivations throughout the 20th and 21st centuries (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). 

Both crops were a staple of the Lemnian diet and were consumed regularly. Split cotyledons 

from these two Lathyrus species are used to make a puree that is part of the Lemnian cuisine. 

The cultivation of these crops being not overly demanding (requiring though frequent but mod-

erate rains), made them the food of the poor.  

Traveler F. Piacenza mentions that afkos was already produced on 1685 on the island 

(Tourptsoglou-Stefanidou, 1986) and has been systematically cultivated since. Being among the 

most important and characteristic products of rural Lemnos they were widely exported espe-

cially during the 1960’s and 1970’s. After the 1970s, however, its cultivation declilned in some 

parts of the island. At the village of Kaminia farmers continue its cultivation in the 21st century.   

Afkos and lafyri cultivation are optimal only in the fertile Lemnian soil and thrive in clayey soils. 

Afkos is planted mainly during the autumn months, as opposed to lafyri, which is planted during 

February to mid-March. The former is harvested after St. Constantine’s celebration day (21st of 

May) and in the first weeks of June, and the latter, one to one and a half months later (R. Gian-

nelis, P.I., April 2019).  

As far as its farming process is concerned, it is worth noting that after sowing it does not require 

any special care: the soil must be coarse, in order to reduce the growth of the plant’s foliage 

and to favour its immediate fruiting. The soil should also remain undug so that the weeds 

should become the branch upon which the legume root will grow. After it matures and dries, 

the whole root is collected and set up in large piles. Harvesting, however is a demanding pro-

cess, one of the reasons being its short height, which makes harvest hard. It should take place 

in the early hours of the morning, before the temperature rises to prevent the pod from open-

ing up and spilling the seeds to the ground. During the main noon hours, it is threshed manually 

or with harvesters and then it is winnowed to separate the seed from the foreign matters or 

the overly matured seeds, which are unsuitable for eating or for planting. After it is dried, it is 
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grinded in manual millstones to separate the edible interior of the cotyledons from their toxic 

shell. Most houses had their own stone hand mill to grind afkos (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019). 

Being a staple in the everyday Lemnian kitchen, along with aspromytiko beans (see below) and 

chick peas, it was often consumed as a main meal for farmers. The experts praise its high nu-

tritional value and lately afkos has been regaining its glory, served as a gourmet dish (Papan-

dreou-Alexandrou, 2015).  

In the framework of the Terra Lemnia project, field work revealed that afkos is cultivated by 

many producers that expoit it commercially, as well as that a large number of small producers 

all over Lemnos cultivates it for their own consumption. Afkos is now commercially distributed 

in many shops in and outside Lemnos. 

As far as lafyri is concerned, it can be said with certainty that its cultivation now takes place 

only in three cultivation regions, those of Lychna, Varos and Karpassi. The Karpassi farmers, 

continuing the centuries-old tradition of lafyri farming on the island, market at the same time 

some of the production to the large merchants of Myrina, the island’s capital (R. Giannelis, P.I., 

April 2019).  

Lafyri production is far smaller than afkos and its larger part is consumed by the farmers them-

selves in the context of a self-sufficiency economy, which defines the size of production accord-

ing to the nutritional needs of its producers. 

It’s worth noting the role of afkos and lafyri in the framework of the yearly production cycle of 

the island (see Figure 9 in chapter 3.4.2): most sources state that their cultivation is part of the 

argasses. Farmers say that in the past they used to cultivate a quarter of a hectare or even only 

10 sq.m of land. Back then, its cultivation did not create the most favourable conditions for the 

production of surplus produce capable of export or resale, in the context of the missiaka agree-

ment (the obligatory half yield offer to the mandra owners) However, afkos and lafyri cultiva-

tion methods have become a sound foundation on which a logic of sustainable reproduction 

develops, along with care and concern for the preservation of the seed (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 

2019).  

Interestingly enough, each family of farmers holds its own seeds, which they replenish yearly, 

and deny giving the seeds to individuals not broadly involved in the family estate, a tactic that 

can be noticed in many production practices of Lemnos. This is a direct consequence of the 

matrilineal system that runs family affairs on the island, which defines the ways all properties 

are bequeathed (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 2019).    
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Photo 20: Afkos in stone hand mill  

Source: Giannelis, 2019 

 

ASPROMYTIKO BEAN (VIGNA UNGUICULATA) 

Aspromytiko (meaning ‘white-nose’) bean (scientific name: Vigna Unquiculate) looks a lot like 

the black-headed beans, but it is smaller and requires moderate temperatures. In the past, 

large quantities were exported to Aegean islands and Northern Greece. It is rather difficult to 

cultivate, especially during its cleaning process and its separation from impurities. Over the last 

few years, its cultivation is thriving. Atsiki is famous for its asporomytiko bean, however the 

cultivation is thriving all over Lemnos. Aspromytiko is the first Lemnian landrace for which an 

application for inscription in the National Register has been filed a few years ago, by the local 

cooperative of Atsiki with assistance from Agricultural University of Athens and Anemoessa; 

official inscription is still pending, hopefully expected to take place in the coming months.  
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3.6 HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY AND TRADITIONAL PRODUCTS 
In their everyday life, the kehaghiades had a wooden stick as their companion, along with their 

dog, the guard of their flock. Τhey carried a saddle back (i.e. dorva) with the necessary goods 

and food. They came back home late in the afternoon. Their food consisted of a loaf of bread, 

melipasto cheese and wine. The bread and cheese were wrapped in a woven towel (Liapi, 

2011a). The bread was called migadi, mixed, made from both barley and wheat flour, as the 

latter was scarce (Konstantellis, 2010). The kehaghias and his family only bought a very limited 

number of products, which they could not produce on their own, such as rice and store-bought 

pasta (spaghetti), which was considered a delicacy and was consumed only on special occasions 

(P. Pinakos, P.I., April 2019). All households produced handmade pasta (flomaria, aftoudia) and 

their pantry also included products such as bulgur and groats. In the absence of fridges, many 

housewives used to dry sliced legumes under the sun and when they wanted to cook them, 

they soaked them in water (A. Lantouris, P.I., April 2019).  

 
Photo 21: Grocers 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

3.6.1 BREAD MAKING 

Lemnos, blessed since antiquity with wide fertile plains, has been producing for centuries ex-

cellent quality cereals, of which wheat and barley are used to make bread and rusks. The tradi-

tional variety of Mavragani wheat got almost extinct, but it was found kept in storage by monks 

in Mt Athos monasteries and was re-introduced. Equally famous is the barley produced in the 

village of Panagia, which is used in rusk making. Mavragani is used for the production of the 

unique quality bread with the same name and along with the variety ‘Lemnos’ constitute the 

most delicious options for home-made bread, pies and pasta. In the past, women in the mandra 

lit the oven approx. once a week and made bread. Traditionally and to our days, sourdough and 

not yeast has been used for bread making.  
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3.6.2 CHEESE MAKING  

Cheese is a very important product for Lemnians with a symbolic value. Cheese is so important 

in Lemnos, as olive oil is in most Greek rural families. Each family in Lemnos had to have enough 

cheese to last an entire year. If they produced more, they sold it to the local grocery stores. 

Salamura or kalathaki cheese was a staple, because it was kept in brine, hence it was easy to 

preserve it for months in their cellars (A. Kavaleri, P.I., April 2019).  

Apart from their quantitative differences, there are different qualities among the types of milk 

that affect the cheese's yield but also its mechanical, physicochemical and organoleptic prop-

erties. The most important differences are the lack of carotene in sheep’s and goat’s milk, 

hence its colour is white, the caproic, caprylic and capronic acid, resulting in the characteristic 

flavour of the cheese produced by these milk types, which are richer and stronger (more pep-

pery).  

 

KALATHAKI CHEESE 

Kalathaki or salamura cheese (cheese in brine) was abundant in every mandra. Kalathaki is a 

small round headed white cheese, made in a small basket of woven rushes (kalathaki), after 

which it took its name. When it was ready, after it had been turned over and salted, they put it 

in a salty dish. On its surface, the cheese bore the ribbon marks of the rushes it matured in, and 

inside there were scattered little holes filled with drops of liquid fat. They have been producing 

kalathaki cheese made from sheep's milk in the same way for centuries (Liapi, 2011a). This 

traditional cheese of Lemnos, with its characteristic shape and its excellent organoleptic quali-

ties, has gained a very good reputation, which since the beginning of the 21st century has spread 

to the rest of the Greek area, especially in Northern Greece. 

N. Zygouris in 1952 (p. 427) describes in details how this cheese, the “soft cheese of Lemnos”, 

is produced “…after receiving and straining the milk, it is thickened with the help of local rennet, 

for about an hour. Then the curd is divided with the help of a ladle driller (kepses) and is left for 

5 minutes to drain. Then, the card is transferred with the ladle driller into the small weaved 

baskets (tyrovolia), made of bulrush, which are put on a pile of wood (tyroskamnon) to dry. This 

takes 4-5 hours, while during this time the cheese is moved around in the baskets and its upper 

surface is salted. After 2-3 additional hours, more salt is spread on the rest of the cheese surface. 

It is then put in tinplate cans if the producer plans to sell it soon, or in wooden barrels if he plans 

to conserve them. Then the cans or barrels are filled with brine…”. 

 

MELIPASTO CHEESE 

Another characteristic dairy product of Lemnos is melichloro or melipasto cheese. Various def-

initions have been given to explain its name, which in Greek combines the first part of the word 

meli which means honey25 (probably to describe its colour) or perhaps semi-salted26 and the 

second pasto, preserved, or chloro, still tender. It is made when the weather conditions favour 

its maturation, which is from the end of May until approximately the end of summer or the end 

of the milking season. Its production is similar to the one of kalathaki, however, after it is salted 

and left in the tyrovoli to drain, it is put in wooden shelved crates and left to dry for 5-7 days in 

 
25 Possibly, another explanation mentioned by locals for ‘meli‘ is ‘with’ or ‘by the sun’. 
26 Similar sounding to ‘alipasto’ which means salted and ‘imilipasto’ (semi-salted). Moderated quantities of salt is 

used during melipasto/melichloro’s preparation. 
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a windy but protected from the sun place. In the past, it was preserved in lidded baskets, and 

was a staple in the kehaghias’ household while it was still fresh, consumed with bread and, in 

more recent years, also cooked as saganaki (pan-fried). It has been a type of cheese that can 

be easily used in people’s everyday life, not having to be preserved in brine. Nowadays, it is 

packaged in plastic vacuum bags and can be preserved in the refrigerator for more than two 

years. Perhaps the newest term, melichloro, including the term chloro, tender, is more often 

used because the cheese can now be consumed rather soft for a very long period (Anemoessa-

MedINA, 2019).  

 
Photo 22: Melipasto drying in wooden crate 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

Melipasto’s economic and symbolical value is of great importance. It was a source of “income” 

in a non-monetary, trade economy, as it was used to pay the rent for the land or to buy other 

necessary products. Melipasto cheese was also among the best gifts a kehaghias could give to 

family members, friends and as a mean to repay a social obligation. Melipasto was also a source 

of pride of the kehaghias’ craftsmanship and until today some people will not reveal their little 

secrets during production that differentiate their cheese from the one of other producers. Be-

ing one of the two cheeses of preference for Lemnians, it is a symbol of their culinary tradition 

and because of that, very much sought after. To take stock of this valuable element of Lemnos’ 

heritage, Anemoessa and MedINA submitted a proposal for the inclusion of melipasto/meli-

chloro in the National Inventory of Intangible Heritage of Greece. An associated video with in-

terviews from producers was produced in the framework of this effort (Anemoessa-MedINA, 

2019). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y23mswEHYVk
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Photo 23: Sea-washed melipasto cheese 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION 

Kalathaki cheese enjoys a good reputation, but before its standardisation as Product of Desig-

nated Origin (PDO), the constantly growing demands of a wide market were causing producers 

serious problems. This created the need of establishing processes that would allow the growth 

of cheese-related activities that extended beyond the primary sector of the economy. That’s 

how the dairies were established, which furthered the development of the stock-breeding 

farms. Melipasto/melichloro cheese, although growing in reputation, is still produced in very 

low quantities by a few dairy factories, remaining largely a product for household use made by 

the kehaghiades themselves. Efforts to standardise melipasto/melichloro as PDO have not yet 

been successful, which could partly explain the low volume of current production.  

According to data obtained from the Regional Department of Agricultural Economy, the volume 

of milk processed by local dairies has surpassed 6,000 tons in 2017, resulting in the production 

of more than 1,600 tons of cheese in the same year. The vast majority of cheese produced in 

2017 was kalathaki (46%) and feta27 (42%), while melipasto accounted for less than 2% of the 

total annual production (Department of Agricultural Economy of Lemnos, 2018). Distribution 

of cheese follows the same pattern. Kalathaki and feta can be found in many parts of mainland 

Greece, including Athens and the main cities, sold by large retailers; melipasto on the contrary 

is almost exclusively distributed within Lemnos. 

 
27 Lemnos is one of the few Greek islands that bears the right to produce feta cheese. 
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Photo 24: Basket weavers, who made baskets of various sizes and multiple uses such as the 

tyrovoli for the Kalathaki cheese 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

3.6.3 FLOMARIA AND AFTOUDIA 

Flomaria are the traditional pasta of Lemnos, a product people relate to the island. Flomaria 

are made by the best ingredients Lemnos can offer, strong wheat flour, sheep’s milk and local 

free-range eggs, bringing the products of the mandra to each household. The best season for 

making them is during summer, after wheat harvest, when high temperatures help drying them 

faster. Many women gathered in one house and made flomaria production a feast, singing and 

laughing. The process requires knowledge, skills and experience, especially the cutting part. 

The best cut flomaria were considered top quality and the women achieving the feat were very 

proud of their reputation.  

Flomaria are accompanying most traditional Lemnian dishes, such as rooster with flomaria, 

wild rabbit with flomaria and flomaria with snails, but they are equally good on their own, 

served with traditional local cheese such as melipasto (Papandreou-Alexandrou, 2015).  

Another Lemnian pasta delicacy is aftoudia, ear-shaped small pieces of hand-made pasta, 

which is served traditionally with grinded melipasto cheese and must (R. Giannelis, P.I., April 

2019). 

 

3.6.4 PIES 

Before the introduction of electrical ovens, baked delicacies were rarely cooked in the house-

holds. When the oven in the mandras was lit for bread making, women took advantage of this 

and made pies that were baked in the oven after the bread was ready and while the heat lasted. 
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Striftes (twisted pies) are traditional of Lemnos – they are small pieces of dough which contain 

kalathaki cheese and eggs, wrapped in a cylindrical shape and put one close to each other in a 

pan. Another kind of pie is made by several wild herbs picked from the fields and fresh cheese. 

There’s a wealth of wild herbs which are used in herb pies, among which praso (Allium ampe-

loprasum), seskla/sefkla/sefoukla (Beta sp.‡), kapari (Capparis spinose), pikrorediko/pikro-

radiko (Cichorium intybus‡), kritamo (Crithum maritimum), ftosmos/trachanochorto (Echi-

nophora tenuifolia‡), aghriomaratho/malathro (Foeniculum vulgare), and aghriomaroulo (Lac-

tuca serriola‡). There’s also a local specialty called Tsourekoudia, a type of braided pie with wild 

herbs (Bebeli et al., 2018). 

Pumpkin and raisins are also used for making a sweet-tasting pie and zucchini and cheese are 

also popular ingredients for Lemnian pies during summer time (personal communications 

2019, 25-30 June).  

 

3.6.5 DRIED FIGS 

Lemnos landraces also include fruit tree species such as pomegranates (Punica granatum), 

quinces (Cydonia oblonga), almonds (Prunus amygdalus, syn. Prunus dulcis). The one that 

stands out though and comprises a unique local delicacy are dried black figs (Ficus carica), 

which are preserved and can last for an extended period of time. The figs are separated into 

four sections and are dried under direct sunlilght. What gives them their unique taste, however, 

is that they are placed in baskets, washed in the sea and then hanged from strings. They are 

hanged in pairs, their uncut side facing outwards.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 25: Sea-washed figs 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 
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3.6.6 TRADITIONAL SWEETS 

Samsades are baklava-like sweets with filling of almonds or nuts, or both together, with sesame 

clove and cinnamon. What makes samsades distinct from baklava, is the nutritious sesame 

seeds in its filling.  

Venizelika are almond-filled balls wrapped in white glaze of vanilla. They were named after the 

famous politician Eleftherios Venizelos, who visited the island after its liberation from the Ot-

tomans.  

Fellopita is a simple but delicious sweet made with slices of pumpkin, baked in the oven and 

sprinkled with sugar, cinnamon, raisins and a drizzle of olive oil. Felloudia, in the local dialect 

means thin slices.  

 

3.6.7 WILD EDIBLE PLANTS 

A very popular and healthy side dish, are wild greens, edible plant species hand harvested 

from the fields and eaten usually in cold salads or boiled. Indicatively they include kafkalithres 

(Tordylium apulum), grouves or tsimpstia (Sinapis sp.), kotsinades/koutsounades (and other 

local names) (Papaver rhoeas), galatsithres (Reichardia picroides), pentanevro (Plantago 

lagopous), xinithres (Oxalis sp.), molocha/dentromolocha (Malva sp.), praso (Allium ampelo-

prasum), askordoulakos/askordelas (Muscari comosum), Glistrides/trivlides (Portulaca 

oleracea), skomprogouli/sprogouli (Scolymus hispanicus) (Bebeli et al., 2018). 

 

In addition to the wild edible species there are also the plants that have pharmaceutical prop-

erties and have been used historically as remedies by the locals. Most of the medicinal plants 

are harvested from the wild, dried and brewed like tea. These include fliskouni (Mentha 

pulegium), malathro (Foeniculum vulgare), rigani (Origanum vulgare), tsouknida (Urtica sp.), 

agoudouras or spathochorto or valsmaochorto (Hypericum sp.), aghriokardamo (Capsella 

bursa – pastoris), flamouria (Tilia tomentosa), chamomili (Matricaria recutita), matzourana 

(Origanum marjoram), agriada (Cynondon dactylon) and chamokissaros (Cistus creticus). 

There are also  other plants cultivated in pots, or in local cultivation facilities like menta (Men-

tha sp.), diosmos (Mentha spicata), louiza (Aloysia citriodora), anitho (Anethum graveolens), 

selino (Apium graveolens), maidanos (Petroselinum crispum), origanum, thyme, basil, hyssop 

(Hyssopus officinalis), dentrolivano (Rosmarinus officinalis) and levanta (Lavandula sp.) (Bebeli 

et al., 2018). 

 

Some of these herbs had a sedative value , such as the case of flamouria (Tilia tomentosa), 

chamomile, called chamomili or chamomilo (Matricaria recutita) which promotes sleep and 

alleviates abdominal pain in children, while others, like marjoram, called matzourana (Origa-

num marjoram), collected after the flower matures and alleviates from stomach ache. Brewed 

thyme, called thymari, (Thymus capitatus) helps curing colds. Agriada (Cynondon dactylon) 

and Chamokissaros (Cistus creticus) treat kidney stones. Valsamolado or spatholado is made 

adding the whole plant of Agoudouras or spathochorto (Hypericum sp.) in a bottle of olive oil, 

and then left in the sun for several days so as the extraction to take place and the oil turns 

red.  The oil is rather potent and helps calm skin irrations, heals wounds, and some people 

even drink it (Bebeli et al., 2018). 
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3.6.8 MILLS 

Mills were central to the farming life of the locals and vital for their survival, transforming the 

fruits of the earth (especially cereals) into ingredients that could be used for everyday food. All 

different types of mills –watermills, windmills, sesame mills– were usually family owned or joint 

ventures. The owners were paid in cash or in kind, withholding part of the produce. Windmills 

operated throughout the year. However, their operation depended on wind conditions, hence 

their productivity was fluctuating. Windmills were located on the hills around villages all over 

Lemnos (indicatively, in Portianou, Kontias, Romanou, Repanidi, Kontopouli, even in the distant 

village of Plaka at the northeast tip of the island). Watermills were operating during the winter 

and spring months. Their maintenance was lower than windmills, yet they had also lower prof-

its because of the limited time they were operating. The millstones were imported from Mac-

edonia and Thassos. It is well known from Athos Monasteries records that Lemnians held mills 

since the 11th century AD. From the 1920s onwards, diesel machines started to be used, grad-

ually replacing windmills. An exception to this was recorded during the German occupation 

when they were used again because of the lack of fuel necessary for the mechanised mills, 

which was hard to find and banned. Watermills on the other hand were used up until the 1960s. 

In 1960, 25 mechanised mills, 12 windmills and 10 watermills were in operation. Sesame mills 

were also operating almost in each village in the pre-war era. They were small processing units 

and consisted a kind of family enterprises. Sesame production and trade gradually stopped af-

ter World War II, when the Greek state started sesame imports from Sudan (Bakalis, 2007). 

 

3.7 CUSTOMS AND SUPPORTIVE ELEMENTS OF THE MANDRA 

SYSTEM 

3.7.1  LANGUAGE 

The language spoken on the island of Lemnos in the 6th century BC is accepted –as attested by 

an inscription found on a funerary stele discovered in 1885 near Kaminia and another one un-

earthed in Hephaesteia in 2009– as being closely related to Etruscan. After the Athenians con-

quered the island in the latter half of the 6th century, Lemnian was replaced by Attic Greek. 

Today, the linguistic varieties of Modern Greek can be classified along the societal and the re-

gional dimensions. Regarding regional dialects, variation is not particularly strong except for a 

number of remote and insular regions, including Lemnos (see Annex I).  

The local dialect used in a place often depicts its social structure, as well as its economy. For 

example, the importance of an activity for a society is clearly manifested in the language and 

the richness of terms dedicated to this activity.  

Kehaghiades, the backbone of the Lemnian society, above all are stock-breeders. In the old 

days, animals and people lived side by side. They valued animals more than they valued people 

(Papaioannou et al., G.I., April 2019).  Τhis is depicted in the number of words used to describe 

the age of each animal: lambs are zygouria (1 year old), aposteradia (2 years old), apostera (3 

years old), 3 births, 4 births, etc., depending on how many times the animals had given birth; 

goats were named katsiki (little goat), vitouli (1 year old), gidi (adult goat), stiropoula (given 

birth twice), triara (given birth 3 times), tessara (given birth 4 times), etc. (P. Pinakos, P.I., April 

2019). 
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The separation of the lambs from their mothers was called tsarkoma in the local dialect. When 

the lambs could graze and were able to maintain their weight by grazing, instead of being with 

their mothers all day, they were kept during the night in different premises in the mandra and 

joined them again in the morning after the mothers were milked (T. Dinenis, P.I., April 2019). 

Many more characteristic terms that describe the agro-pastoral nature of the Lemnian society 

can be found in Annex I.  

 

3.7.2 MUSIC AND DANCES 

As described, within this socio-economic context all musical activities in Lemnos before the late 

19th century were tightly bound to the kehaghiades. The local musicians were exclusively ama-

teurs, and the lyra was used to accompany group songs, as part of family celebrations and local 

feasts. A few kehaghiades also played certain types of flute, known as siliavria. From the early 

20th century and the arrival of refugees, influences from a musical tradition that had developed 

in Asia Minor became apparent in Lemnos. Professional or semi-professional musicians gradu-

ally began to form bands, which generally consisted of a violin, a santouri (dulcimer), a clarinet 

and, in certain cases, the trumpet or cornet. The tunes most commonly played by local bands, 

from the early 20th century and up to the 1950s or 1960s, were zeibekiko, karsilamas, syrtos 

and ballos and, on occasion, the waltz, the fox-trot and the tango, or period tunes and songs, 

with obvious influences from the musical tradition of Asia Minor. After World War II, the drums, 

the accordion, the harmonium and the bouzouki were introduced into the local music scene. 

Overall, the bands of Lemnos were never very large, as finances did not stretch as far as paying 

for several musicians. Apart from contemporary tunes, folk music and dances such as the Ke-

haghiadikos or Patima were also incorporated into the repertoire of the bands. Since the late 

1950s, migration and economic decline severely limited the number of active musicians and 

bands. In any case, since the 1980s the local musical repertoire was gradually adapted to the 

nationwide folk music standards, and its various expressions, both older and contemporary 

(North Aegean Musical Culture Archive, n/a).   

 

3.7.3 TRADITIONAL KEHAGHIAS COSTUME 

The kehaghias costume included black trousers (breeches), white shirt (woven in the loom and 

hand sewn), black vest, shoes made from pig skin (appropriately treated with salt), and black 

hats (caps) or shrikes. During feasts, they traded their everyday black clothes with white, festive 

ones. In their loom woven belts, they kept their knives in its sheath, a bag with tobacco and a 

primitive type of lighter, as well as a handkerchief tied in a knot, where they kept their money 

(Liapi, 2011a). 

In order to cope with the cold winter weather, kehaghiades usually wore fur skins made of 

processed sheepskin. Initially, they salted it, folded it, and left it for days in the shade to become 

taught. They then washed it in the sea to clean and whiten it and dried it in a shady place. When 

they were sure the sheepskin had dried completely, they put it in tart whey to be softened. 

They left it there for 8-10 days, and then the women took over who sewed it into capes. Five 

sheep skins were needed to make one cape. They sewed it in such a way that the fur was on 
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the inside for warmth and the skin to the outside to protect from the cold air and rain (Liapi, 

2011a). 

 

 Photo 26: Shoe makers and menders, who made the traditional tsirvoulia 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

3.7.4   BANTATZOUDES (GOBBLINS – 5TH OF JANUARY)  

In the south-east of Lemnos, the ancient custom of the Bantatzoudes takes place, its origins 

dating back to the Kaverian Mysteries, mostly centred in Kaminia village in the past, but now 

spread to more villages. On the eve of Epiphany (5th of January), as soon as the sun sets, mas-

queraded men wander around the village in groups. They wear animal hides, carry lots of bells 

and dye their faces with soot. Their purpose is to scare small children. They are named 

Bantatzoudes28, after the word Bantatzos which, according to the ethnologist G. Megas, refers 

to Kallikantzarous (i.e. gobblins) while their actions are called Bantatzoudka. The Bantatzoudes 

visit village houses and ask the housewives if their children cry, eat all their food or are grumpy 

and they seek the children that try to hide. When they find them, they symbolically hit the 

children with the sticks they are carrying shouting that they will get them. All year round moth-

ers threaten their children when they are naughty that they will call the Bantatzoudes to get 

them. The housewives offer Bantatzoudes marmarites (traditional pancakes), eggs, wine, al-

monds, sausages, meat, fruit, must, ouzo and other kinds of food, with which a feast was set 

up later that night at the square of the village, in which all villagers participated and took part 

in the Epiphany celebration (Liapi, 2014). 

 

 
28 See, for example, https://www.limnosfm100.gr/limnos/item/38609-limnos-to-ethimo-ton-mpantatzoydon-par-

amoni-ton-foton.html. 

https://www.limnosfm100.gr/limnos/item/38609-limnos-to-ethimo-ton-mpantatzoydon-paramoni-ton-foton.html
https://www.limnosfm100.gr/limnos/item/38609-limnos-to-ethimo-ton-mpantatzoydon-paramoni-ton-foton.html
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3.7.5 PLANTING AND REAPING CUSTOMS 

Weather was a key factor, as people depended on it for their harvest, the well-being of their 

herds and, consequently, of their own. These beliefs were depicted in a great number of verses, 

describing seasonal variations. In their attempt to predict weather conditions they had learnt 

to look for and observe carefully any signs, e.g. natural signs, animal behaviours and plants’ 

reactions to weather changes. For instance, when frogs or crabs disappeared from the ponds 

or the beach respectively, then bad weather was coming. When the sky was full of small, dense, 

white clouds that was a sign of a rainy weather. Upon dawn of St. Elijah name day (20th of July) 

if the sheep were sleeping facing the sun, the coming year would be a good one. If they faced 

south, it would be a bad year. 

 
Photo 27: Traditional sowing 

Source: Kazolis, 2006 

 

Before farmers went to the fields to plant, they put inside the seed bag a garlic head and a 

pomegranate. The garlic was used to protect the farmer and his animals from the evil eye and 

the pomegranate was symbolically used so as the field would fill with seeds like the fruit. Before 

planting, the farmer engraved with his plough the field with a cross, as a blessing for good 

crops. On the first day of reaping, men put a straw on the back part of their belt and the women 

on the back part of their apron, to protect their waist from all the hard work ahead. Then, the 

first sheaf was placed upwards and the workers wished that they made so many kilos of seeds, 

as many as the wheat ears that consisted the sheaf were. In the past, people used not to harvest 

a small part of the plot so that the birds and rabbits could feed from it (Kontellis, 1998). 
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3.7.6 MANDRA RITUALS 

The way the mandra is built is ceremonial. The first stone must be set in before the sun comes 

out and the shade of the builder should not fall into the room where the mandra rooms will be 

built, because otherwise the mandra is supposed to be haunted. 

Every year the mandra must be “bled” that is, an animal should be slaughtered in its premises.  

This is usually done in May. As the blood runs from the animal's neck, the animal is let to travel 

throughout the mandra to bleed all its walls, a ritual which purifies the space that encompasses 

the production and which ensures the survival of two families, the one of the kehaghias and 

the one of the boss. This is still the case today, although the misiako system has disappeared. 

Another occasion when the blood of an animal is used in a ceremonial way in the mandra is 

when the pig is slaughtered after the next day of Christmas. Then its blood is used to draw 

crosses by hand οn all doors and windows in the mandra. 

At various important festivals during the year (Epiphany, New Year day etc.) a large baking tray, 

a pan, is filled with all the products of the mandra, and is put on the roof tiles, as during these 

nights the heavens open and Christ comes down to bless and ensure a wealthy crop (R. Gian-

nelis, P.I., April 2019). 

 

3.7.7 FOLK STORIES  

There are very interesting myths characteristic of the beliefs and oral traditions of the Lemnian 

people of the past that are still transmitted from the older to the younger generation. Two such 

stories are indicatively described below. 

One boy confided to his father that someone (in a dream) had instructed him to go somewhere 

where gold was buried. The boy asked his father to join him for moral support. Then, he felt a 

burden falling upon him. He told his father about it and the father advised him to go to the 

church of St. Saviour and make 3 circles around the church. Indeed, the young man followed 

his father's advice and the weight was lifted. But when they dug where the boy was told the 

treasure should have been, they found charcoal instead of gold, as the boy should have kept 

the information to himself.  

In Lefkopetria's mandra, Loxandra (first cousin of the narrator’s father) had been dreaming for 

3 nights that an enormously built, breech wearing man had come to her dreams and instructed 

her to dig under the threshold that led to the hay storage room and find the gold that was 

buried there. The last time she had the dream, the people that helped the family harvest the 

wheat noticed that she was upset.  At that time, people were extremely superstitious and were 

easily scared. She couldn't dig for the treasure herself and she also knew that in cases like these 

an animal had to be sacrificed, (rooster, sheep). She told her husband that she felt very pres-

sured by what was happening to her and asked for his advice. He urged her to look for the gold. 

So they dug together and took out a marble jar that was filled with charcoal. According to the 

popular beliefs of that time she should have told no one and look herself. The story is credible 

to the narrator because it was conveyed by people that were present in the event (Papaioanou 

et al., P.I., April 2019).  
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3.7.8 TRADITIONAL OCCUPATIONS 

The root-word agros29 has many derivatives and are all related to time, which in turn ensures –

through the multi-functionality of rural landscape– the continuation of life. In the past, agricul-

ture and animal farming used to be the basic activities on Lemnos. Its primary sector functioned 

productively and in harmony with the local environment, as the inhabitants developed the best 

possible methods of managing agro-pastoral lands (Kazolis, 1998). In insular regions, the revival 

and promotion of traditional occupations is chiefly connected with the need to preserve their 

cultural identity, create an alternative tourist image, and produce traditional quality local prod-

ucts. 

The locals’ traditional occupations reflect the socio-economic changes that took place and in-

fluenced them throughout history. The island’s unique geo-morphological characteristics con-

tributed to the development of human societies whose purpose was to make most of the pro-

ductive capacity and natural advantages by developing management systems in order to over-

come the obstacles caused by the isolation and limited scale. In Lemnos, traditional occupa-

tions included, inter alia (Kazolis, 2006, see also Annex II): 

• potters who made various useful household items;  

• cart drivers, who with their horses and mules transported goods and people from place 

to place;  

• saline workers, who were employed to collect, clean and load the salt;  

• barrel makers, who made and repaired wooden barrels in which wine was made and 

stored;  

• basket weavers, who made baskets of various sizes and multiple uses such as the tyro-

voli for the kalathaki and the melipasto cheeses;  

• millers, who produced flour, sesame oil and tahini;  

• shoe makers, who made the traditional kind of shoes called tsirvoulia;  

• builders and stone masons, responsible for the construction of terraces, mandres and 

houses;  

• weavers who were using lamb’s wool, cotton from their own fields and silk, wherever 

there was silkworm breeding;  

• musicians, chair makers, carpenters, grocers, tailors, distillers, blacksmiths, sponge di-

vers, fishermen, etc.  

• saddle makers, who brought wood from Mt Athos, with which they also made ploughs 

and clogs. Three or four of them chartered a boat and went all together and picked up 

the most suitable wood for their crafts (A. Lantouris, P.I. April 2019). 

Since the mid-1950s, the introduction of new technologies in the Greek primary sector has 

significantly affected traditional agricultural practices and related occupations.  

 

3.7.9 FOLK MEDICINE - LEMNIAN EARTH (TERRA LEMNIA) 

”Lemnian Earth” is considered to be the first world-class pharmaceutical product used from 

antiquity until the 19th century and it held a unique position in the market not only in Greece 

but across Europe and Asia. According to Herodotus, the first pharmaceutical products were 

 
29 Agros means land / field, and although ager (in Latin) and ajra (Sanskrit) are some relative terms, it is derived 

from the Greek word ago / odigo that means guide / instruct (Kovani, 2005). 
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made from Lemnian soil. It is uniquely rich in minerals and silicon clay, so a single application 

to the sick member of the body had therapeutic effects. But Lemnians also produced tablets 

which they named “Terra Lemnia” (or Terra Sigillata, from the stamp that was placed as certif-

icate of authenticity on the tablets). They were red and dissolved in the mouth (Lampadaridou-

Pothou, 1986). 

Extraction of Lemnian Earth took place during a special ceremony on the full moon of August 

by the priests of Hephaestus in the area of Agiohoma (in Greek: sacred soil), near the settle-

ment of Kotsinas, where the Mosychlos (Mosyklon) mountain once rose before sinking after a 

devastating earthquake30. This was the place where, according to the myth, Hephaestus landed 

after his father Zeus threw him in anger from Olympus. The land was considered sacred and for 

centuries the soil there was black (Paximadas, 2003). Although the island of Lemnos is of vol-

canic origin, the soil and subsoil of the Mosychlos area is of a different nature than the rest of 

the island (Hatzitheodoridis, and Ohajanian Chiotakis, 1996). Lemnian earth was then trans-

ported to the city of Hephaestia, was washed, shaped into tablets, and then sealed with the 

stamp depicting a goat or Goddess Artemis to ensure the authenticity of the medicine before 

being dispensed or put up for sale (Lampadaridou-Pothou, 1986; Liapi, 2017). 

Galenos (131-201 A.D.), the second most important doctor of ancient times after Hippocrates, 

who treated Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius, visited Lemnos twice to study the unique prop-

erties of the island’s soil. He was so enthusiastic with its properties that when he left, he took 

with him more than 20,000 tablets, to be used also for treating gladiators’ wounds (Paximadas, 

2003). He also believed that it could cure the plague and all epidemics. Lemnian Earth was also 

used to cure slow-healing wounds, as an ointment and it was considered as a general pain 

reliever (Hatzitheodoridis, and Ohajanian Chiotakis, 1996). It also treated the bites, bleeding 

and fever, and because of their properties it was believed to protect from poisoning, a common 

ailment of many people in power in the past. Its value was so great that the Ottoman Sultan 

gifted it to European leaders, being considered an invaluable present (Paximadas, 2003).  

To date, texts have been rescued in Mount Athos, where monks, the scientists of that time, 

spoke of how to treat various diseases with Lemnian soil. Lemnian soil was expensive and its 

trade was controlled by the island's administration.  

  

 
30 In Christian times, extraction took place during a special ceremony on August 6th, the day of the Saviour's cele-

bration (Liapi, 2017). 
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4. THE MANDRA SYSTEM OF LEMNOS AS A VEHICLE FOR SUS-

TAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE 21ST CENTURY 
 

…the houses of Kotzinos (i.e. today’s Kotsinas) were humble; they did not 

have marble columns and sculptures like Hephaestia. This fine marble art 

had been considered idolatrous. For this reason, the locals had abandoned 

Hephaesteia with its marble temples, relief pediments and sacred altars. 

Now, they were using these marbles to build their mandres and dry stone 

walls or to wash their clothes in ancient marble vaults…  

 

Lampadaridou-Pothou, 1986 

 

4.1 THE MANDRA SYSTEM IN THE PRESENT CONTEXT 
The human-nature relationship is often put under stress by the global climate change and nec-

essary dynamic adaptation to socio-economic transformations, which in turn make insular 

communities vulnerable to external forces. In Greece, advanced agricultural practices in the 

last few decades provided products in such quantity and variety that the insular regions were 

unable to follow. On one hand, the mechanisation of agriculture was more efficient in lowlands 

and mainland Greece while, on the other hand, agricultural products from insular Greek regions 

became less competitive because of their high production and transfer cost. Consequently, in 

many islands traditional agricultural practices were abandoned, with cumulative effects on lo-

cal ecosystems (Harte, 2007). 

The extent of cultivated areas and the volume of production in all Aegean islands showed a 

dramatic decrease between 1960s and 1980s. The decrease in crop production in cultivated 

areas was partly coupled by the rise of livestock breeding. All in all, land use changes, fires, and 

especially overgrazing has already resulted in serious degradation of plant cover and biomass, 

soil erosion, scarcity of water resources, in turn leading to a serious decline of stockbreeding’s 

economic yield (Margaris, 1987). However, even though commerce, tourism and fisheries pro-

vided local populations with additional occupational and income opportunities, it is becoming 

all the more obvious that the agro-pastoral sector is still fundamental for their survival and 

prosperity. This is particularly true for Lemnos, which still maintains a viable farmer population, 

a mixed crop-livestock farming system and significant agricultural production in crop and dairy 

products. 

Furthermore, there are still several people on Lemnos who feel connected to nature in a very 

meaningful way and who preserve valuable Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK). At the same 

time, it is disheartening to see that they are still fighting to keep that connection alive in the 

face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Undoubtedly, appreciating this knowledge is a 

critical step at a time when both biodiversity and cultural diversity are seriously threatened. 

Lemnian traditional practices and products encapsulate this living heritage and wisdom, even 
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though in contemporary terms they are not necessarily those that can provide the most imme-

diate economic benefits.  However, providing a bridge between the past, present and a differ-

ent future, such practices involve a feeling of pride, autheniticity, integrity, intergenerational 

learning and a spiritual dimension rooted in the interrelationship between Lemnians and their 

nature.  

The mandra constitutes a central feature of this widespread heritage that plays a central role 

for the sustainability of the rural environment of Lemnos. The role that the mandra has histor-

ically played is strictly connected with the surrounding context, due to the need of the farmer 

to live in close contact with livestock and arable farming. This form of settlement has been, and 

still is, a unique way by which humans have populated, in harmony with the natural elements, 

the rural land, joining the primary production needed for human nutrition with the control and 

care of the agricultural environment. 

Nonetheless, many things changed after the migration waves of the 20th century. The Lemnian 

rural landscape, socially and culturally constructed, was dramatically transformed. Drystone 

constructions, mandres, vineyards and other cultivations were abandoned. But most im-

portantly, the social power dynamics and the economic and symbolic value of the land itself 

changed forever. Hundreds of years of feudal practices nearly came to an end. There were not 

enough kehaghiades asking for land to cultivate, those who stayed behind were mostly older 

people. The exchange economy gave its way to the monetary system. People stopped relying 

on the products of the land for their survival; they could buy goods and services from else-

where. Landowners started renting their land to kehaghiades instead of asking for half of their 

produce as in the misiaka system. The kehaghiades now build their own houses and sometimes 

buy their own mandra.  

However, as our research clearly shows, the heart of the mandra system is ever-present; it is a 

living heritage, trying to adapt to the modern realities of production, consumption and habita-

tion of a growingly globalized economy. In these rapidly changing times, with the new chal-

lenges humankind is facing today -climate change, desertification, biodiversity loss- the mandra 

system of Lemnos becomes even more important in the pursuit of fundamental objectives, 

which is to ensure food security as well as social stability. Its extinction will have important 

adverse impacts on Lemnian society, on biodiversity and the natural and cultural capital of the 

island as a whole.  
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Photo 28: Lemnos’ insular landscapes – Kontopouli 

Source: Pravlis, 2003 

 

4.2 BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY FOR LOCAL DEVELOP-

MENT 
 
The main characteristic of the mandra system is the close integration of arable crop farming 

and livestock breeding, practiced in an extensive manner, following ancestral traditions that 

allow flexible adaptation to the climatic conditions and make optimal use of the available soil 

resources and terrain. The wealth of landraces, rain-fed crops developed through a long selec-

tive process by local farmers, the extensive character of livestock farming despite gradual re-

placement of local animal breeds, and the low-input farming practices, are all signs of adapta-

tion and resilience.  

By working with all involved stakeholders, it can become possible to take advantage of the is-

land’s comparative advantages, which are still based –as have always been– on its remarkable 

agricultural tradition, history and identity. The main aim -and challenge- of this effort is to suc-

cessfully address all pillars of sustainaibility, finding the balance between conservation and eco-

nomic goals in a locally relevant strategy for local development. Such a strategy requires a ho-

listic approach that: 

• carefully addresses the realities of the local landscape and resource management sys-

tems;  

• advocates for a complex mixture of legal, policy and support mechanisms;  

• secures land tenure and access to critical resources and inputs (e.g. water, seeds, etc.);   

• facilitates low-input and/or organic land and livestock farming;  
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• develops value-added products, including their marketing and branding; and 

• promotes local businesses, agro-tourism, etc.  

 

Inspiration can be drawn from other areas and projects in other places in the world allowing 

for an adaptation to the mandra system in contemporary terms. In fact, there are regions striv-

ing to address many of the contemporary challenges they are facing (see Boxes 1-4), mainly 

through the development of cooperation between the local stakeholders, e.g. farmers, scien-

tists, local authorities, schools, businesses, the tourism sector, etc. in a similar fashion in that 

of the Terra Lemnia activities described in the next chapter. Such examples have provided in-

spiration and guidance, as the challenges faced in Lemnos are similar to those faced by insular 

and remote communities across the globe.  

 

Box 1: The Land Stewardship Programme of Menorca, Spain 

The Balearic Ornithology and Nature Defence Group (GOB) is a local environmental NGO aimed at preserving 

this island of Menorca, its beautiful landscape and natural values. One of its key drivers is the Land Stewardship 

Programme (Custodia Agraria), which promotes a sustainable agrarian sector for the island. This programme 

advocates the need for sustainable land management based on the values of Health, Nature and Proximity: 

 Health refers to the nutritional value of the food produced and the absence of toxic chemicals. We 
are what we eat, and these products bring health to consumers. 

 Nature benefits because the farms are managed to maintain the territorial elements where wild bio-
diversity and the mosaic landscape are sustained. 

 Proximity represents the local economy and the reduction of the energy footprint of the resulting 
products. 

The sum of the three values, health, nature and proximity, is what gives a holistic added value to the products 

of the Land Stewardship Programme. 

By creating strategic alliances with local farmers, the programme helps improve farm’s sustainability. GOB sup-

ports farmers through the promotion of their products, direct investments to improve their infrastructure, ca-

pacity-building and volunteering. The final objective is to ensure that environmentally sustainable farms are 

also socially fair and economically profitable, so that they can maintain their activity in the long-term. The idea 

behind the Land Stewardship Programme is to involve all stakeholders (farm owners and managers, soci-

ety/consumers and politicians) in the preservation of the environment. Farmers commit themselves to a series 

of sustainable management practices through a Land Stewardship Agreement, and GOB channels different 

types of support and recognition to them in return. 

The programme aims to form a network of farms that can serve as an example to inspire the necessary recon-

version of the agricultural sector in Menorca and acts as a platform for the farmers to work together in main-

taining this economic activity that can offer many benefits to the environment and the local community. 

Source: Rooted Everyday (https://www.rootedeveryday.org/projects/menorca-spain/) 

 

 

  

https://www.rootedeveryday.org/projects/menorca-spain/
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Box 2: The Garrotxa Volcanic Zone Natural Park, Spain 

In recent years agriculture has tended to experience a progressive loss of social and economic importance in the 
Park. It seems probable that this tendency will continue in the years ahead. This situation discourages investment 
in infrastructure, holds back economically efficient technical management, and generally makes it more difficult 
to improve production and increase, or even maintain competitiveness. 

Established channels of commercialisation resist such innovation and there are very strict regulations that must 
be met in food production and processing. The agrarian sector has become highly controlled and bureaucratised, 
which does nothing to motivate the farmers. A further problem is the appearance of large, highly intensive live-
stock farms with little or no involvement in arable agriculture. Yet, there are factors that provide grounds for 
optimism. 

As the heritage of agrarian diversity comes under increasing threat, its conservation has become a greater con-
cern. There are a number of reasons for this: historical, cultural, economic, biological, ecological, and an interest 
in landscape and gastronomy. Catalonia has introduced the most initiatives for the conservation of genetic re-
sources in the widest sense encouraging research into traditional varieties; promoting ecological and/or organic 
agriculture; introducing criteria for sustainability in livestock farming; advising the owners of participating prop-
erties; carrying out schemes to improve and restore agrarian habitats; developing a model of management of 
the rural environment that favours the continuing presence of farms in the territory; participating in actions for 
the conservation, promotion and marketing of local products; and establishing permanent lines of dialogue with 
the livestock sector. 

Source: Isamat et al.  2008 

 

 

Box 3: The Rhön UNESCO-Biosphere Reserve, Germany 

The Rhön UNESCO-Biosphere Reserve has been committed to conserving agrobiodiversity through product de-
velopment and regional marketing since 1991. Important ecosystem types, such as species-rich grassland and 
traditional fruit orchards, have been effectively conserved through the in situ conservation of agrobiodiversity 
(Rhön sheep and apple varieties). Driven by the common vision and enthusiasm of the main stakeholders in the 
region to preserve the traditional cultural landscape of the Rhön, many promising projects have emerged. Alt-
hough still limited to a niche market, the experiences in the Rhön demonstrate that the conservation of agrobi-
odiversity is possible if it is based on close cooperation and networking at a regional scale. Experience has shown 
that successful agrobiodiversity conservation is mainly dependent on economic self-sufficiency –since without a 
market, agrobiodiversity cannot be conserved in the long-term. The following conclusions can be drawn from 
agrobiodiversity projects in the Rhön biosphere reserve: 

 The success indicator for conserving agrobiodiversity is mainly economic. Without a market, agrobio-
diversity cannot be conserved in the long run, although the provision of public grants is also important. 
Furthermore, agrobiodiversity conservation depends mainly on the consumers’ attitude and their will-
ingness to pay ‘a little extra’ for the positive side-effects of the products linked to agrobiodiversity. 

 A common vision for the management of the region is important; both through the process of devel-
opment and as a basis for activities. Multilateral partnerships between and within administrations, the 
private sector and NGOs need to be fostered. 

 Local actors with courage, vision and enthusiasm are needed, especially those who are prepared to 
cooperate in wide networks. 

 Adequate logistical support is needed to set up a regional label for quality products and services in the 
agrobiodiversity sector. Business partners on various levels (e.g. producers, food processors, retailers, 
restaurants) need to be linked. 

 Consumers’ attitudes need to be addressed in interpretation programmes, with special attention given 
to agrobiodiversity and food quality. 

Source: Pokorny, 2008 
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Box 4: Traditional practices and quality products – The Slow Food Presidia 

The Presidia are projects in which Slow Food works with groups of small-scale producers to resolve difficulties, 
unite and connect them with alternative markets that are more appreciative of their quality products. To create 
a Presidium two aspects must always be verified, i.e. environmental sustainability (“clean”), and social and eco-
nomic sustainability (“fair”). The Presidia can work to protect: 

1. A traditional product at risk of extinction, i.e. the product can be a domestic species, a wild species linked 
to specific techniques and traditional uses) or a processed product linked to traditional local knowledge and 
the territory, memory and identity of a community. For example, 

• Navajo-Churro Sheep (USA)  

• Mangalica Sausage (Hungary)  

• Maiorchino cheese (Italy)  

• Taliouine Saffron (Morocco) 

• Rimbàs Black Pepper (Malaysia). 
2. A traditional production practice at risk of extinction, i.e. the products obtained through these practices can 

be more than one, some of which may not be at risk of extinction. Some traditional techniques (fishing, 
breeding, production) are important not just for reasons of culture, but also because they guarantee better 
environmental sustainability and represent an important opportunity to improve the local economy. The 
Presidium name can refer either to the technique itself or the product, both of which can be combined with 
the geographical area. For example,  

• Camogli Tonnarella (Italy, named after the technique and geographic area) 

• Raw Milk Cheeses (USA, named after the technique and geographic area) 

• Smylian Beans (Bulgaria, named after the products and geographic area)  
3. A rural landscape or ecosystem at risk of extinction. For example,  

• Gandoul Islands Wild Fruit Juices Presidium (Senegal) offers local inhabitants an alternative to 
overfishing, and at the same time, safeguards the trees of the remarkable natural reserve in which 
the fruit trees grow.  

• Maestrat Millenary Tree Extra-Virgin Oil Presidium (Spain) works to preserve trees that are more 
than 800 years old and are seriously at risk of being removed. 

• Wiesenwienerwald Chequer Tree Presidium (Austria) was formed to promote the magnificent 
chequer trees scattered through the forest of Vienna. 

Slow Food’s many promotion and communication activities are aimed at raising the profile of the Presidia pro-
jects and bringing producers and co-producers closer together. The Presidia’s participation in the international 
events organized by Slow Food (e.g. Salone del Gusto and Terra Madre, Cheese, Slow Fish, Asiogusto, Euro Gusto, 
etc.) is vital, as is their participation in the many local events organized at a regional or national level around the 
world. Furthermore, in 2006 Slow Food launched the chefs’ network that links chefs, small-scale producers and 
Slow Food Presidia. Also, Slow Food uses its network to bring together Presidia producers and consumers not 
just during its events, but also by encouraging direct sales. 

Source: Milano et al.  2017 

 

Albeit, the revival of certain aspects of the mandra system should not be related to nostalgia; 

there is no intention of re-living the past. Rather, the basic principles of a holistic management 

approach should incorporate certain aspects of the mandra system of Lemnos along with sci-

entific knowledge and practical experience from different groups of stakeholders. Farmers are 

key to its success, as they should have the power to make decisions that affect their land.  

In the framework of the Terra Lemnia project, MedINA and its partners are working with local 

farmers to develop scientifically solid, yet also practical, guidelines for supporting the tradi-

tional, low-input and biodiversity-friendly, practices of Lemnos. Fieldwork and collaboration in 

2018 and 2019 have shown that such methods may also be economically viable – and farmers 

can acknowledge this, a fact that leaves room for optimism that the traditional practices of the 

mandra system of Lemnos can be conserved and expanded. The next challenge for the Terra 

Lemnia team, as described below, is the development of an integrated system working at two 

levels: establishment of a voluntary network of farmers that will implement selected farming 
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practices of the traditional mandra system and development of a labelling system for certified 

products of the network. 

 

4.3 PAVING THE WAY THROUGH THE TERRA LEMNIA PROJECT 
The Terra Lemnia project was launched in September 2017 with the aim of building a common 

vision for sustainable development of Lemnos Island based on conservation and restoration of 

the Mandra System and its elements.  

The Terra Lemnia project is coordinated by the Mediterranean Institute for Nature and An-

thropos (MedINA) and is funded by the MAVA Foundation for Nature under the M6 Strategy 

“Loss of biodiversity by abandonment of cultural practices” as an example of an insular land-

scape. The main project partners are the Agricultural University of Athens, the University of 

Aegean, the Hellenic Ornithological Society, the local NGO Anemoessa, the Society for the Pro-

tection of Prespa and the Tour du Valat (TdV) Research Institute, while the team also includes 

scientists from the Universities of Gottingen and Patras. During its lifecycle, it has mobilised a 

number of different partners locally, nationally and internationally and set the foundations of 

collaborations between them with a central focus on documenting and supporting the mandra 

system as a path for an alternative, sustainable development on the island of Lemnos.  

One of the project’s main goals was to set the methodological framework that would allow 

capturing the essence of the mandra system, improving understanding of cultural practices and 

their links to local biodiversity and landscape, and then to translate research into on-the-

ground conservation actions. A comprehensive record of practices (including land abandon-

ment), biodiversity and soils, and an assessment of their interconnections has been produced 

to this end, and important steps have been made towards the design of a long-term monitoring 

system based on selected bio-indicator species (wild arable, rangeland and ruderal plants, ben-

eficial insects, farmland-dependent birds, wild-rabbits). A detailed recording of traditional man-

dras in four study areas (Vigla, Fakos, Ifaisteia, Fisini) has been concluded and significant docu-

mentation work, including audiovisual recordings, for the needs of preparing the files for inclu-

sion of melichloro/melipasto cheese and of traditional mandras in the National Register of In-

tangible Heritage have been carried out and submitted to the Ministry of Culture.  

In parallel, the Terra Lemnia partners have been carrying out a series of on-farm conservation 

actions in collaboration with more than 30 local practitioners. These include in situ conserva-

tion of crop landraces and support of semi-extensive pastoral farming based on locally adapted 

breeds of sheep, and they have been combined with pilot wild-rabbit control measures. Several 

capacity building actions have been organised to support farmers regarding implementation of 

specific practices, production of traditional dairy products, improved farm management and 

other related topics. 

Culminating on the above, the Terra Lemnia team is preparing a ‘Standard of Good Practices’ 

for landscape and biodiversity that will form the basis for establishment of the ‘land stewards 

network’ on a sustainable footing, coming in support of the project’s networking and capacity 

building actions. The creation of this voluntary network of collaborating practitioners who are 

actively involved in conservation and restoration of cultural practices of the traditional mandra 

system is a key theme regarding sustainability after the end of the Terra Lemnia project. In 

addition, the Standard of Good Practices will be used to design and implement a novel agri-
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environmental scheme for Lemnos with potential application in other North Aegean islands31. 

The construction of a modern animal shed built with ecologic materials in traditional mandra 

style is planned in the next months, to serve as a model for future replication. 

Significant progress has been achieved regarding economics-related aspects, both in terms of 

mobilizing a wide network of local stakeholders and regarding a series of supportive activities 

which aim to increase visibility and market potential of selected, priority, cultural products of 

Lemnos. A market analysis for selected cultural products has been undertaken by an expert 

team, based on interviews with key local stakeholders, to identify a list of priority local products 

and prepare a strategic plan with options to support market potential of the selected products. 

In parallel, the Terra Lemnia team has been providing technical assistance to local authorities 

and stakeholders to inscribe Lemnian crop landraces (aspromytiko bean, lafyri, barley, sesame, 

and others) in the National Register of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Stakeholders’ participation is the key to the anticipated success of all these actions. Several 

workshops and meetings have been organised to discuss new ideas and solutions, to raise 

awareness, to build confidence and trust among different stakeholder groups and project part-

ners, to develop extended networks and plan on next steps and commit to new or additional 

actions. Ultimately, it is hoped that by the end of its lifecycle in 2022, the Terra Lemnia project 

will have made a significant contribution in revisiting the mandra system in contemporary 

terms and will have laid the stepping stones for what could be a unique local answer in sustain-

able development that promotes its natural and cultural heritage in the context of a globalised 

world.  

It is our strong belief that Lemnos has not only a a remarkable tradition, but also the potential 

to become a significant agricultural centre once again, overcoming many years of rural decline, 

if it invests on the things that make the island unique. The mandra system is indeed a unique 

feature for Lemnos, hence we advocate that it should be brought at the forefront of the island’s 

effort to establish its identity among a growingly competitive global system. Even more, the 

mandra system with its strong anthropogenic character and its deep roots to a culture of self 

suffieciency and respect for nature and landscape, can become an exemplar for local develop-

ment for other islands and remote rural areas of the mainland. 

At the end of the day, the key for success is bringing stakeholders to realise that there is need 

for collaboration, as well as for compromises, acknowledging the need for balancing interests 

and development objectives, so that biodiversity and traditional practices become integral, ra-

ther than marginal or ‘museum’ pieces of the puzzle. The Terra Lemnia project has been work-

ing in this direction, trying to gradually build a vision for sustainable development by bringing 

people with different backgrounds, yet similar concerns, under the same roof – that of the 

traditional mandra. 

 

 

  

 
31 A first draft of this model guide has been submitted to the Ministry of Rural Development in July 2019 as part of 

the project’s lobbying and policy leverage actions for the new CAP period. An updated version will soon be 
shared with the local authorities on Lemnos and re-submitted to the Ministry for further action. 
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7. ANNEXES 

ANNEX I - LEMNIAN GLOSSARY/DIALECT 
 

Table I: Lemnos’ dialect – A selection of terms 

Term Meaning 

Αβαρεσά (Avaresa) To work incessantly without being tired 

Αγλουπιναριά (Agloupinaria) Reeds 

Αγούδουρας (Agoudouras) St. John's Wort 

Αγούμαστος (Agoumastos) White wine grape variety 

Αγρίφια (Agrifia) Remote, inaccessible areas 

Αειφανής (Aefanis) Soft hill 

Αθρουβάλ’ (Athrouval’) Deserted place 

Ακονυζά (Akoniza) Brushwood 

Αλεκάτ’ (Alekat’) Distaff 

Αλεστ’κα (Alestika) Miller’s fees 

Αλευροβρόχι (Alevrovrochi) A wooden pipe throwing the flour to the sack 

Αλιπουδερό (Alipoudero) Rocky soil that requires a lot of water for planting 

Αμολέρνω (Amolerno) Free grazing 

Αμπελιχνίζω (Ampelichnizo) Re-winnowing 

Αναμαρκίζω (Anamarkizo) Ruminate 

Ανανίδα (Ananida) Spiny rest harrow 

Ανδραγίδα (Andragida) Radium weed (euphorbia peplus) 

Ανεμολάτης (Anemolatis) Lesser Kestrel 

Αντέτ’ (Antet’) Custom, practice 

Άντζουρα (Antzoura) A stout low wall that often surrounds the threshing floors  

Αντήλιος (Antilios) Sunflower 

Αντραγάτ΄ς (Adragat’s) Rural constable  

Αντρίβολος (Antrivolos) Devil’s thorn 

Απαλωνιά (Apalonia) The area around the threshing floor 

Αποσουρτή (Aposourti) The front portion of the pig’s belly, traditional Christmas dish  

Απουπλάκια (Apouplakia) The house’s backyard 

Απύραθος (Apirathos) Pyrethrin 

Αρ’βίθ’ (Ar’vith’) Chickpeas 

Αράμνια (Aramnia) Blueberries  

Αραχβάνα (Arachvana) A horse that gallops calmly 

Αργασά (Argasa) Summer crops, e.g. chickpeas, beans, beans, corn, etc. 
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Άργασμα (Argasma) Tanning 

Αρμάνα (Armana) Kids’ game 

Αρμάνι (Armani) Arena, ring 

Αρμεγάδ’ (armegad’) Dairy ewes 

Ασνικασιά (Asnikasia) Gluttony 

Ασπόρδολος (Aspordolos) Asphodels 

Ασπράδα (Asprada) Leather flour sack 

Ασφάλαγκας (Asfalaggas) Mole 

Ατάιστο (Ataesto) Ungrazed area 

Αυλακοτήρ’ (avlakotir’) Special plough to make grooves in the cotton fields 

Αυτούδ’ (Aftoud’) Ear-shaped pasta 

Αφκιές (Afkies) Haystacks with harvested afkos 

Αφκος (Afkos) Chickpeas, split peas 

Αχμακ’ς (Ahmaks) Careless 

Αχούνουπας (Achounoupas) Wall barley (hordeum murinum) 

Αχυλιά (Achilia) Dust, ash 

Αχύρ’ (Ahir’) Elongated wooden sheepfold 

Αψ’θιά (Aps’thia) Tree wormwood (artemisia arborescens) 

Β’νια (Vnia) Manure 

Βαράδ’ (Varad’) Hive  

Βερτσών’ (Vertson’) Sparrow 

Βλησκούνι (Vliskouni) Pennyrile (mentha pulegium) 

Βολάνες (Volanes) Pasta 

Βουδόξ’λα (Voudox’la) Dry (combustible) oxen manure 

Βούρβουλας (Vourvoulas) Dirt 

Βούργια (Vourgia) Leather food sack 

Βουρλίδα (Vourlida) Tress 

Βρακανίδα (Vrakanida) Charlock (sinapis arvensis) 

Βωλόσυρας (Volosiras) Wooden agricultural tool, a kind of harrow, used to flatten out 

slopes 

Γαγίλια (Yayilia) Crows, ravens, black birds 

Γαδαροσφίγκαρος (Yadarosfiggaros) European hornet (vespa crabro) 

Γαϊτανόραχο (Yaetanoraho) White sheep with black marking on their backs 

Γανάτο (Ganato) Grey lamb 

Γεμενιά (Yemenia) Traditional tailored-made shoes 

Γιαγκίνι (Yiagini) Fire 
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Γιαρίζω (Giarizo) Animal fur change 

Γιαρμάς (Giarmas) Grounded barley or wheat fodder 

Γιουρούκι (Yiourouki) Strong ox 

Γκατζόνα (Gatzona) Walking stick 

Γκντερίδ’ (Gderid’) Carob 

Γκουμπές (Goubes) Dome oven 

Γλαράτο (Glarato) All-white sheep 

Γλιάρις (Yliaris) Voracious 

Γουρτζέλι (Yourtzeli) Pig  

Γρουβουτσεμπ’στό (Grouvoucheb’sto) Green charlock mustard 

Γυαλί (Yiali) Curd cheese that is ready to drain 

Γυαλομάτ’κο (Yialomat’ko) Black sheep with a white stripe on its face 

Γυαλομύτ’κο (Yialomit’ko) Black sheep with white markings around its eyes 

Δ’κάν’ (D’can’) Wooden tool for threshing 

Δ’κέλλ’ (D’cel’) A type of how for digging trenches and cleaning vine plants 

Δαιμοναριά (Demonaria) Henbane  

Δεματ’κό (Demat’ko) Rye used to tie the bundles 

Δεμούτζα (Demoutza) A fabric strap used to tie a hen’s legs 

Δερμόνα (Dermona) Large wooden or leather sieve for afkos and vetch 

Δερμόνισμα (Dermonisma) Sieving 

Δίμ’το (Dim’to) Thick woven cloth 

Δίπλες (Diples) Wooden beams of the roof 

Διχουρτέλα (Dihourtela) White goat with a black back 

Δρίμες (Drimes) First week of August (1-6) when usually the weather is bad 

Δρογκεμένος (Droggemenos) Rainy weather 

Δρομί (Drome) Hay stacks  

Δωδεκάφ’λλο (Dodekaf’lo) Landrace of melon, with spherical shape and yellowish-green col-

our 

Ζ’γουλερ’κά (Z’gler’ka) Kehaghias’ necessary items, e.g. oxen, goad, hay fork, etc.  

Ζαγαριάζω (Zagariazo) Sleep 

Ζμιρκό (Zmirko) Pasta soup 

Ζουρνάς (Zournas)  Pig’s nose, light insult 

Ήλιος (Elios) Large yellow or white daisy 

Θ’μαρέλ’ (Th’marel’) Thyme 

Θερμασοβότανο (Thermasovotano) Centaurium, grows in the marshes and used for malaria symptoms 

Κ’θάρ’ (K’thar’) Barley 
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Κ’λιακωμέν’ (Kliakomen’) Pregnant domestic animals 

Κ’να (Kna) Greater burdock (arctium lappa) 

Κ’νας (Knas) Cosmetic powder mad of laurel, cinnamon, carnation and water 

Κ’νέλ’ (K’nel’) Rabbit 

Κ’φος (K’fos) Rat 

Κ’φώνω (K’fono) Dig 

Καβαλίκος (Kavalikos) Kids’ game 

Καζαντζής (Kazantzis) Owner of the distillery 

Καθαροσπόρ’ (Katharospor’) Grain and barley seeds used for sowing 

Κάκαρο (Kakaro) Barren field 

Κάκναρο (Kaknaro) Rooster 

Κακογόμαρο (Kakogomaro) Badly and heavily laden mule cart 

Καλαθάκι (Kalathaki) Traditionally made brine cheese 

Καλαμάγρα (Kalamagra) Sorghum 

Καλαμιά (Kalamia) Harvested field 

Καλαμπάκι (Kalabaki) Variety of red wine grapes 

Καλίγερος (Kaliyeros) Kind of poultry lice 

Καλιγουσφύρ’ (Kaliyousfir’) Hammer used to put the horseshoes 

Καλόγεροι (Kalogeroi) Kids’ game 

Καλόκαιρο (Kalokero) 

An autumn period when all agricultural activities are done (thresh-

ing, harvesting, etc.); during this period, people usually get en-

gaged, married, baptised, etc. 

Καλποκάνταρο (Kalpokadaro) Defective steelyard; also, insolvent 

Κανάρ’ (Kanar’) Species of large mosquitoes 

Κανιά (Kania) Bakery shelves 

Κάντιο (Kadio) Sugar cube 

Κάπ’λα (Kapla) Croups 

Καραγή (Karagi) Hoar-frost 

Καριγλί (Karigli) Little chair 

Καρκάλι (Karkali) Rag 

Καρσιλαμάς Λημνιός (Karsilamas Limnios) Traditional dance 

Καρφούδ’ (Karfoud’) Thin, pointed, dry grass 

Κασπακ’νο αρνί (Kaspak’no arni) Traditional recipe for oven-baked lamp 

Κατάστρωμα (Katastroma) 
A particular area in the mandra where straw is laid to keep the 

sheep warm during the winter months 

Κατζ’νόποδα (Katz’nopoda) Sarcopoterium spinosum 

Κατρακάζα (Katrakaza) Cheese grater 
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Κατσ’βέλ’κο (Kats’vel’ko) Halva made of frumenty 

Κατσάρα (Katsara) Uncultivated field 

Κεχαγιάδ’κους (Kehaghiad’kous) Traditional dance, rhythm 7/8 

Κεχαγιάς (Kehaghias) Farmer who rents estates or pastures 

Κλαψοπούλι (Klapsopouli) Barn owl (tyto alba) 

Κοκκ’νομπάμπακο (Kok’nobabako) Variety of red cotton  

Κοκκάρι (Kokari) Onion bulb 

Κολάνα (Kolana) Saddle balance leather strap 

Κοντοστείλ’ (Kodostel’) Small wooden pole 

Κοπανίδα (Kopanida) 
Wooden bat used either for washing the clothes or to thresh the 

anise seeds 

Κόσα (Kossa) Big sickle 

Κότσαλα (Kotsala) Badly thrashed seeds 

Κουβνοί (Kouvni) Piles 

Κουμάρι (Koumari) Clay water pot 

Κουτσουράδα (Koutsourada) Viper 

Κοφτό (Kofto) Type of traditional embroidery 

Κρασάτο (Krasato) Pork with onions and peppers, traditional recipe 

Κρασοβρόχι (Krasovrohi) 
Bread dipped in wine or raki; it was believed that it protected 

against malaria and, more generally, illnesses 

Κρατούνα (Kratouna) Carved pumpkin to be used as a ladle  

Κρατουνιά (Kratounia) Zucchini variety 

Λ’βί (Lvi) Legumes 

Λαγάρα (Lagara) 

Wide leather strap used to tie tservoulia; there is a funny folk song 

about a proud kehaghias with his wide leather straps whose cows 

had died only to be replaced by mules.  

Λαηνάς (Laenas) Potter 

Λαιμάτο (Lemato)  Zucchini variety, used to make zucchini pies 

Λακαριό (Lakario) Raki distillery 

Λάκκος (Lakkos) Loom 

Λαλαγγίτες (Lalaggites) Pancakes 

Λάπατο (Lapato) Sea beet 

Λαφιάτ’ς (Lafiats) Four-lined snake (elaphe quatuorlineata) 

Λεμπνάρια (Lebnaria) Lupine 

Λευκούδ’ (Lefkoud’) Little poplar tree 

Λεφτοκάρυο (Leftokario) Hazel 

Λιάπ’κος (Liapkos) Old, traditional dance 

Λιχνιστήρ’ (Lichnistir’) Winnowing fork 
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Μ’ γάδ’ (Mgad) A mixture of wheat and barley 

Μ’λάτο (Mlato) Red-faced sheep 

Μ’λούδ’ (Mloud) Plum, (prunus cocomilia) 

Μ’λουπάν’ (Mloupan) Fabric of the windmills’ sails 

Μάλαθρος (Malathros) Fennel (foeniculum vulgare) 

Μαλάς (Malas) Trowel 

Μάντρα (Mandra) Traditional pen 

Μαξούλι (Maxouli) High quality produce 

Μαυραγάν’ (Mavragan’) Local wheat landrace 

Μαυρουραδούσα (Mavrouradousa) Black-tail hen 

Μελίπαστο (Melipasto) 

Fine semi-hard cheese made from sheep and goats' milk. 

Melipasto is dried in screened-in boxes outdoors and it is brushed 

with seawater 

Μελόπ’τα (Melopta) Honey-filled honeycomb 

Μεράς (Meras) Pastures 

Μεσάντρα (Mesadra) Fitted wardrobe 

Μέστια (Mestia) Ankle socks 

Μοσκοβούλι (Moskovouli) Common golden thistle (scolymus hispanicus) 

Μπαλαρτός (Balartos) Traditional kehaghias dance 

Μπαλιό (Balio) Old ox 

Μπαμπάς (Babas) The main wooden upright beam 

Μπάφα (Bafa) Variety of –very sensitive– melon  

Μπόν’ς (Bon’s) Naive 

Μπουζνάρα (Bouznara) Apron 

Μπουχτσάς (Bouchtsas) Thick, female kerchief 

Μπρος πίσω χορός (Bros-piso) Traditional dance, rhythm 2/4 

Νιάμα (Niama) First plough of the season 

Νυχάκι (Nihaki) White wine grape variety 

Ξεροτρόχαλος (Xerotrohalos) Dry-stone wall 

Ορνός (Ornos) Unripe fig 

Παιδαρέλ’ (Paidarel’) Child 

Παλαμαριά (Palamaria) Wooden glove for harvesting 

Πάλιουρας (Paliouras) Old ewe 

Πάνες (Panes) Green crust formed in stagnant waters 

Παραβούτ’ (Paravout’) Half barrel used for grape stomping 

Παραγάλιασμα (Paragaliasma) Sheep disease 

Παραμίνα (Paramina) A type of lever used to drill water-wells 
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Παρασπόρ’ (Paraspor’) Payment in kind to the landowners by the kehaghiades 

Παρλώ (Parlo) Leading the cattle into the mandra (pen) 

Παρτάλια (Partalia) Offal 

Πατ’τήρ’ (Pat’tir’) Wooden portable wine press 

Πατατούκα (Patatouka)  Thick coat of kehaghias  

Πάτμα (Patma) Local dance 

Πατνίτσα (Patnitsa) Clay pot in which milk coagulates 

Πατόζα (Patoza) Threshing machine 

Πάτωση (Patosi) Floor 

Πεντάνευρο (Pentanevro) Hare's-foot plantain (plantago lagopus) 

Περί γραμμάτ’ (Peri gramat’) Educated, literate  

Πέριορας (Perioras) Fenced area 

Πετράς / Πελεκάνος (Petras / Pelekanos) Traditional stonemason 

Πηγαδόχλα (Pigadohla) Edges of a stone-built well 

Πλαδέλα (Pladela) Little Hen 

Πλατιοί σαλιάκοι (Platioi saliakoi) Variety of edible snails 

Πλόργος (Plorgos) Clay pit 

Πράματα (Pramata) Sheep, cattle 

Προβ’ζαστό (Prov’zasto) Little lamp, usually kehaghias’ gift to the landowner 

Προβάτα (Provata) Edible wild-greens 

Προσφολώ (Prosfolo) Collecting chickens’ eggs 

Προυκιχαγιάς (Prukehaghias) 
A wealthy kehaghias; they appeared after 1840 when Christians 

were allowed to buy land 

Προύνα (Pruna) Plum 

Πρωτολάτης (Protolatis) 
First harvested watermelon / /melon; its seeds are saved for plant-

ing  

Ραμνούδ (Ramnoud) Raspberry  

Ρετσπέρς (Rechpers) Farmer 

Ριζάρ (Rizar) Common madder (rubia tinctorum) 

Ρόβι (Rovi) Ervil (vicia ervilia) 

Ροδόπιτα (Rodopita) Small, freshly baked, bread 

Ρώσκος (Roskos) Old, folk dance 

Σαθίρ’ (Sathir’) Garden 

Σαμόλαδο (Samolado) Sesame oil 

Σαμσάδες (Samsades) Traditional, Christmas sweet 

Σαπλίκι (Sapliki) Cane with a wooden stick 

Σβέρτσλο (Svertslo) Wild pear tree 
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Σβίκ (Svik) Sheep tick 

Σειέμι (Siemi) 
Wobble, as songs tells about a kehaghias that proudly walks and 

wobbles 

Σέλα (Sela) Kehaghias’ traditional breeches 

Σιρσιρής (Sirsiris) Unbalanced 

Σκαμνιά (Skamnia) Mulberry  

Σκλαβάκια (Sklavakia) Kids’ game 

Σκλι (Skli) Shaddy place near the house 

Σκοπαγίδα (Skopagida) Dried figs 

Σκουρπίδ (Skourpid) Rustyback (asplenium ceterach) 

Σλιάβεργι (Sliavergi) Fife, flute 

Σουγιουλτζής (Souyiouljis) Water vendor 

Σουπατκά τραγούδια (Soubatka tragoudia) Slow folk couplets 

Σουρλάς (Sourlas) Large clay pitcher 

Σπουριά (Spouria) 250 square meters  

Σπτόμαντρο (Sptomantro) Main building of the mandra, house of kehaghias 

Στάλισμα (Stalisma) Shady place where the flocks are made to rest 

Στχίζω (Sthizo) Shepherd’s assistant 

Σύρματα (Sirmata) Fenced pastures 

Σφηκιά (Sfikia)  Wasp’s nest 

Σφίδα (Sfida) Small clay pot used for wine or oil storage (40 litres) 

Σχίζα (Shiza) Large slice of bread 

Σώμαντρο (Somantro) A small space where the sheep are confined before milking 

Ταγίν’ (Tayin’) 
Payment in kind (e.g. milk, cheese, eggs, meat, etc.) to the land-

owners by the kehaghiades 

Ταχίν (Tahin) Tahini, toasted ground hulled sesame 

Τζαρτζαλιά (Tzartzalia) Variety of apricot 

Τζελέπ’ς (Tzelep’s) Cattle merchant 

Τζίβα (Tziva) Hop twine 

Τζινέβρα (Tzinevra) Cylindrical clay pot with a narrow spout 

Τζώνης (Tzonis) 
Clay vessel, name derived from the English soldiers who left many 

of these behind after the end of World War I in 1918 

Τιμσαρκό (Timsarko) Half-owned 

Τουρτούρα (Tourtoura) Eurasian collared dove 

Τραμπάκες (Trampakes) Pop-corn 

Τράφος (Trafos) Uneven field boundary 

Τρουβάς (Trouvas) Cloth food bag 
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Τροχαλιά (Trohalia) Low dry-stone wall 

Τσάγαλο (Tsagalo) Almond 

Τσαγανός (Tsaganos) Tiny river crab, with a soft shell 

Τσαγίρ’ (Tsagir’) Pasture for domestic animals 

Τσαγκάτο (Tsagato) Sheep with a black and a white back leg 

Τσακάς (Tsakas) Pocketknife  

Τσάμ’ (Tsam’) Pine tree 

Τσαμπ’νίζω (Tsab’nizo) Play the fife 

Τσαούσια (Tsaousia) White wine grape variety, they mature in June 

Τσαρδάκα (Tsardaka) Small –conical shaped– wooden hut 

Τσαχλάρι (Tsahlari) Small metal rope animal bell 

Τσερβούλι (Tservouli) Pig skin shoes  

Τσιγκρίκ’ (Tsigrik’) Wheat variety with low yield potential (2-3 instead of 6-7 seeds) 

Τσίρος (Tsiros) Whey 

Τσομπανέρ’  (Tsompaner’) Young shepherd  

Τσουρβάς (Tsourvas) Hot frumenty 

Τσούρτο (Tsourto) Variety of edible wild-greens 

Τυρβόλι (Tirvoli) Traditional reed-basket, in which the cheese is left to drain  

Τυφλίτς (Tiflits) Non-venomous snake 

Φδούλα (Fdoula) Pancake 

Φκέντρι (Fkentri) Wooden rod 

Φλομάρια (Flomaria) Traditional noodles 

Φούλι (Fouli) Peanut 

Φουρκαλιά (Fourkalia) Reed broom 

Χαβιά (Chavia) Leather patch of tsarouchi (type of shoe) 

Χαλακιά (Chalakia) Ruins  

Χαλινός (Chalinos) Brindle  

Χαμολιός (Chamolios) Blazing star (chamaelirium luteum) 

Χαμούτια (Chamoutia) Thick collar that is comforting animals during agricultural works 

Χαναφία (Chanafia) Portable sink 

Χαραγή (Charagi) The sheep’s or cows back teeth with which they ruminate 

Χάψη (Chapsi) Jail, prison 

Χειμωνκά (Cheimonka) Variety of small (winter) water melons  

Χελδονή (Cheldoni) Black goat with white belly 

Χελεδό (Cheledo) Black sheep with white belly 

Χελιδόνα (Chelidona) An iron –swallow-tail shaped– component of the windmill 
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Χεριά (Cheria) Handful  

Χλωροθέρ’ (Chlorother’) Early harvest of crops 

Χοντράδες (Chodrades) Chunks of dough 

Χορτάρ’ τς Παναγιάς (Chortari tis Panag-

ias) 
Felty germander (teucrium polium) 

Χοσμέρ’ (Chosmer’) Omelette with eggs and fresh unsalted cheese  

Χοτζερές (Chotzeres) Wallet 

Χουσμερί (Chousmeri) Snack food, unsalted cheese and bread crumbs boiled together 

Χριστάγκαθο (Christagkatho) Golden thistle (scolymus hispanicus) 

Ψιρούκ’ (Psirouk’) Porridge 

Ψωμάδες (Psomades) Year-old rams, fed and ready for slaughter  

Ώρμος (Ormos) Early maturation 

Source: Belitsos, 2010; Nikolakaros, 2009 
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ANNEX II:  INDICATIVE LIST OF LOCAL FAIRY-TALES ABOUT THE 

KEHAGHIAS, THE MANDRA AND THE LOCAL NATURE AND CULTURE 
Title Keywords 

Ahloupepelou Cotton, herds 

Diouli Cotton cultivation, water resources 

Glaravga Local flora and fauna 

Gourtzel 
Local culinary culture, domesticated animals, traditional practices, 
costumes 

Gyftofasoulou Local products, cultivations 

How the sea became salty Local gastronomy 

Kaspakas Crafts, local fauna and flora 

Kaspaknella (lullaby) Local costumes 

Koulmpan Kehaghias, raki 

Misokokorak Kehaghias, mills, socio-economic aspects 

Mskar Domesticated animals, traditional practices 

Nanourisma (lullaby) Domesticated animals, traditional occupations 

Noumpet Traditional practices, occupations 

Prozim Local gastronomy 

Sarantatris 
Viticulture, aspects (processes, tools, seasons, etc.) of traditional 
practices 

St Anastasia Kehaghias, traditional practices 

Tama Kehaghias 

The eagle and the rooster Local fauna and flora 

The farmer and the widow Local practices, occupations 

The golden tongue Traditional practices, tools, processes, local gastronomy,  

The groom and the bride (lullaby) Local costumes 

The herd (story) Kehaghias, traditional practices, herds 

The life-giving apple Local fauna and flora 

The old lady who wanted to get married 
again 

Cheese, wine, meat products 

The oracle Traditional occupations and practices, natural resources,  

The ox and the snail Local fauna and flora 

The red worm Cotton cultivation 

The saddler  Local occupations 

The salt Kehaghias, mandra 

The secret Socio-economic aspects (family, trade economy), herds, customs 

The stork and his kids Local fauna and flora 

The three olive trees Cultivations, local fauna and flora 

The young apprentice Traditional occupations, aspects of local socio-economic life 

Three breads Culinary culture, local costumes, socio-economic life 

Tsampikos Mandra, wetlands, local fauna, mythology, archaeology 

Ups and downs of life Kehaghias, herds, mandra, local fauna and flora 

Vathrakoi Kehaghias, aspects (tools, etc.) of traditional practices 

Wizzards and witches (story) 
Local superstitions, traditional occupations, local fauna and flora, 
land uses, socio-cultural relations, local costumes  

Source: Kolleros, 2010  
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ANNEX III - INTERVIEWS ON THE CULTURAL ASPECTS OF MANDRA 

– APRIL 2019 
 

Name Area Occupation Date 

Moschovas Giannis Dafni Farmer 6/4/2019 

Moschova Ipsipyli Dafni Farmer 6/4/2019 

Moschovas Dimitris Dafni (Karpasi-Atsiki) Farmer 6/4/2019 

Kavaleri Athina Karpasi-Atsiki Farmer - Shop owner 6/4/2019 

Kavaleris Pantelis Karpasi-Atsiki Farmer 6/4/2019 

Giannelis Rafael Varos Farmer - Stockbreeder / Ethnologist 6/4/2019 

Psallidas Nikos Romanou Farmer - Stockbreeder 6/4/2019 

Papaioannou Nikos Agkariones Farmer - Shop owner 7/4/2019 

Dallis Nikos Varos Retired civil servant - Family owned mandra  7/4/2019 

Kolleros Christos Kaspakas Retired farmer / Writer 7/4/2019 

Lantouris Antonis Kontias-Fakos Farmer - Stockbreeder 7/4/2019 

Lantouris Stavros Kontias-Fakos Farmer - Stockbreeder 7/4/2019 

Banavos Kostas Dafni Farmer 7/4/2019 

Banavou Fotini Dafni Farmer - Stockbreeder 7/4/2019 

Pinakos Panagiotis Vigla-Kaspakas Farmer - Stockbreeder 8/4/2019 

Pinakou Eleni Vigla-Kaspakas Farmer - Stockbreeder 8/4/2019 

Pinakos Manolis Vigla-Kaspakas Farmer - Stockbreeder 8/4/2019 

Hapsi Sofi Kotsinas Liquor producer 8/4/2019 

Tsotras Nassos  Kotsinas Liquor producer 8/4/2019 

Etmektsoglou Fotini Myrina Notary / Municipal councilor 8/4/2019 

Dinenis Tryfon Dafni Farmer - Stockbreeder 9/4/2019 

Sphyri Sophia Dafni Farmer - Stockbreeder 9/4/2019 

Dinenis Babis Dafni Farmer - Stockbreeder 9/4/2019 

Mantzari Eleftheria Kaspakas Farmer - Stockbreeder 9/4/2019 

Mantzaris Manolis Kontopouli Farmer - Stockbreeder 9/4/2019 
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